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ABSTRACT

E. "w. Howe I s lVlonthly (1911-1933), a privately owned and
financed small magazine, was the subject of this study.
Edgar Watson Howe wrote his indignations and personal
comments on many headlined political and news events as well as
other items each month.

He expressed his candid opinions and

did not care whether his readers approved or disapproved of his
remarks.

Subscription fees were refunded to those who wrote

n grumblingt'

letters.

He was the only writer for the Monthly

although he quoted other magazines freely.
Among Howe's journalistic accomplishments were these:
Owner and editor of the Atchison Globe, author of an early controversial novel, five more novels, several travel books, a
number of pamphlets, Little Blue Books, many magazines articles,

his autobiography Plain People, and

~.

!.

Howe' s I"Ionthly.

The Howes were of such different temperaments that they
were divorced and his niece Adelaide became his housekeepercompanion.

The Howes' three children also became writers.

Howe commands admiration for his writing despite the
business failures, lack of formal edacation, rejection of his
first novel and maritaL troubles.

At one time his aphorisms

and witty sayings were quoted by many other editors in the
nation.

These were also collected and published.

Howe was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at
Washburn University, Topeka, in 1927, but was more familiarly
known as

If

The Sage of Potato Hill. It
iv

BIOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION
Edgar 1-latson Howe, a dynamic editor, newspaper owner,
essayist, and writer, published The Atchison Globe (Atchison,

Kansas), until his retirement in 1911.

The Globe was

tiprobably the best known small town paper in America, ul at a
time when many country newspaper editors made names for themselves and influenced a majority of their readers.
Howe was born in Treaty, Indiana, Nay 3, 18.53.

His

father was Henry Howe, a teacher, farmer, itinerant preacher,
printer and newspaper owner.

two small children.

He had been left a widower with

His mother was Elizabeth Irwin Howe whose

father was a shingle maker and mother a backwoods country
Doctor.

The Howe family migrated to Fairview, Harrison County,

Missouri, where Ed (as he preferred to be called), went to a
country school until he entered his father I s print-shop at the

age of eleven. 2

He had to learn to spell accurately setting

type and was required to handset two columns each day or be
whipped. 3
As a boy, Howe often accompanied his father on preaching
circuits and helped with the camp-meetings .in the comrmmities
lStanley J. Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (eds.), Twentieth
Century Authors (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1942)~ p. 676.

2Edgar Watson Howe, Plain People (New York: Dodd, Mead
and Company, 1929), pp. 1-18; 209.
2Edgar Watson Howe, nConf'esslons of a Common Man,li
American Magazine, XCV (June, 1923), 34.

1

2

where his father served as itinerant preacher.4

He recalled

many early experiences in stories and in his autobiography
Plain People.
Howe received a profound shock from which he never
entirely recovered when his preacher-father ran away with
his aunt.

As a result of the desertion of the family, they

were thrown into qu.ite penurious circumstances J because they
had never had much money in the first place.

For some time

they did not know where his father was, and Mrs. Howe
appealed to her minister and to a lawyer in the town to try
to locate him.
There was great bitterness on the part of Howe's
mother.

Even so, she maintained the family household.

This

shock to her evidently made quite an impression on the young
man, especially after hearing his father preach week after
week on any and all the sins and wrong-doings of the human
race.
When Howe wrote his first novel, The Story of

~

Country

Town,5 the plot was largely of a semi-allt<bbiographical

nature, centered mainly on a deserted wife and family.

In

that novel, the father left his print shop to the son, who
then supported the family, which was almost paralleled in

4Van Wyck Brooks, The Con.fident Years: 1885-1915 (New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company, 1952), p. 98.
5Edgar Watson Howe, The Story o~ ~ Country Town (New
"(Howe claimed 100 printings before he died.)

York: Harper and Brothers -;-1917) •

3
Howels life, because as a young boy he work.ed in a print shop
and helped support the family with at least part of his w-ages.
The galling sting of his father's desertion of the
family embittered Howe against what his father had preached
for so long; the religion he had lived by was tossed completely aside.for another woman.

What religion Howe

professed he called Protestantism, although he did not belong
to or attend any church.
later

abo~t

From many of his personal editorials

religion, it is more popularly thought that he

was an atheist or an agnostic.
However, this writer feels that Howe had instilled in
him in his early youth and in their Christian home, the
absolute ..knowledge of right and wrong.

He was very aw-are of

his own conscience, as would be agreed upon were one to read
all the issues of the }1onthly available.

He was also cri tic-

ally aware that every man had a so-called

It

fulfill on this earth, that everyone

do some good for

his fellow man.

m~st

Christian tt duty to

Somewhere in his makeup there was that desire

to try in his own way, to crusade, write, preach, talk, or
sway others to the right way of thinking, as he saw it.

This

he endeavored to do in his Nonthly, writing for those
selected few wbo believed as he did, or who continued to
subscribe to his magazine because they liked to read his
latest outbursts against anything that he considered immoral,
illegal, or what he chose at the moment to express himself'
about in his indignation.

4
To this writer, he evidenced all these ItChristianlt
duties in his desires to help his fellow man by writing for
them articles, aphorisms, essays, editorials and resumes of
critical reading that he had done, in order to pass on to
them the pertinent facts of many things, life, behavior,
social customs, news events, politics, strikes, disasters,
scandals in politics, and/or the whole gamut of whatever
struck his fancy each month.
Ruth BrlIDe examined "The Early Life of Edgar Watson
Howe, U in a study several years ago, in which she drew the
conclusion that Rowels attitude toward religion and life in
general stemmed from his father's actions while Howe was
still a boy, because he crusaded all his life against religion. 6

In her study, she wrote of Howels newspaper

activities and then mentioned the fact that after his retirement from the Globe in Atchison, he established, wrote and
produced the

Monthl~

for twenty-three years.

By 1872, Howe was the pub l isher of the Globe Journal in

Golden, Colorado, and then was a printer on the Press in
Falls City, Nebraska.

'W hile living in Falls City, he became

engaged to Clara L. Frank, formerly of
they were married in 1875.

Philadelphi~

and

After moving to Atchison, Kansas,

the first two of their five children died, leaving a void in
their hearts.

Divorce proceedings in 1901 caused quite a

6Ruth Esther Brune, uThe Early Life of Edgar \iTatson
Howe," (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, May, 1949), pp. 493-494.

6
VJretchedly Unhappy ~ an I Ever Kne w, tt which was published in

the Saturday Evening Post.

Gene

recall~d

that his early life

in the home was a nightmare, where his fatber continually
upbraided his mother on the slightest occasion.

For some

months before the divorce, however, he did not speak to her. S
After the separation, Howe cringed at all the gossip because
he was so sensitive.

As a result he

co~aented

in his Monthly

that he hated gossip.
Gene's article was not tvell recel ved in Atchison, where
they still thought of Atchison as nEd. Howe's Town. 11

The

citizens there resented Gene's "washing his father's dirty
linen in public,u but they admitted that every word of it was
true. 9
When Howe sold his newspaper business to his two sons
and staff in 1911, he bought a

~arm

which he named "Potato Hill. tt

He then began the publication

of E. W. Howe's

Monthl~,

on the Missouri river,

which he wrote and produced for his

personal satisfaction, he being the sole owner, writer, and
contributor.

He died in 1937) after a long illness .10

No full biography of Howe has been published, nor ha.s

his autobiography Plain People had a very large sale.
critical review of his Monthly has been cataloged.

No

Very few

people in this generation have even heard of Edgar \iatson Howe.

8Gene Howe, "My Father Was the t10st Wretchedly Unhappy
Man I Ever Knew, It Saturday Evening Post, CCXIV (October 25,.
1941),
9

44.

Br lID e,

~.

cit., p. 407.

lOOscar Cargill, Intellectual America (New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1941), p. 411.

CHAPTB:R I
E. W. HOWE'S MONTHLY
Howe's Monthl,y was the sole product of one man's mind
and thoughts.

The sQb-title, displayed in bold type under-

neath the banner ti tIe of the paper was, "Devoted to Indignation and Information. U

These two departments he wrote,

maintained and edited faithfully for the twenty-two calendar
years that the Monthly was published.
was always that of

n

complete magazine.

The largest department

Indignation, It which often made up the
The ttlnforraationit which he wrote for his

readers was smaller and often appeared on the back page of

the paper.
The Nonthly was one of the many privately-owned and
maintained

11

one-mann

American scene.
a

magazines that come Wld go upon the

Magazines of this type have flourished for

time, then lost favor, subscribers, and money, and been

discontinued.

Some have ceased to exist for the reasons

just stated, while others have Simply gone bankrupt or the
editors have died.

While the Monthly did not become bank-

rupt, it did not make expenses, though Howe admitted the
loss was not great.

He appealed to his readers in every

issue for subscriptions at the price of ten cents per year,
three years for twenty-five cents.

Later the price was

raised to twenty-five cents, five years for one dollar.

7

At

8
times, he told his readers point blank that their subscriptions did not come in very fast and that fewer and fewer of
them were sending in dollar bills.
The transition Howe had to make in writing the Monthly
was a definite challenge to his journalistic ability.

Pre-

viously, he had been busy as a reporter-editor-printerpublisher on the streets of Atchison, gathering news and
jotting it down on the back of an envelope or any scrap of
paper. l

In transferring his story to type, he often

actually composed it as he set it on the p r inter's "stick. tt
In preparing copy for his new venture, the lvionthly, however,

he was faced with the problem of writing about events which
were a month or more old and making them interesting and
informative to his readers.

He wrote each article from his

own point of view, expressing his homely opinions, good or
bad, and criticizing any and every thing and any and every
one whom he cared to.
The first several issues of the Monthly were not available to this writer, but in the March 1914 issue, he wrote,
ttthat when he got most or the indignation out of his system,
he would devote more time to information. 2

In later years

he would request complaining correspondents to refrain from
lWalt Mason, ttlnterestlng People, U American Hagazine,
LXXI (March, 1911), 609.
2 E • W. Howe's Monthly, Vols. IV - XII (February, 1914Hovember,-19'3"3),on microfilm from the Kansas Historical
Society, Topeka, Kansas.
(Hereinafter cited as the lVlonthly. )

9

pointing out new things to be indignant about, because he
already had such a long list that he eould not attend to
balf of them.

Howe's

son~

Gene, said of him, "He was the greatest

newspaper reporter in America; be was so regarded by leading
newspaper men •••• Atchison people collld not resist reading his

paper.")

How in retirement, and editing a monthly magazine,

he needed to garner selected items from the many monthly
magazines he received and the four daily newspapers he read
consistently each day, to furnish copy for bis Monthly.

This

he did by voracious reading and digesting for bis readers
items, ideas, articles,
happenings.

thoaghts~

politieal news, and world

He rewrote the selected items in a manner and

style which he believed would be of' interest to those who
read less than be did and hoped to lead som.e of them to his

way of th1nking by choosing an editorial style in many
instances.

He also read many books which he considered the

average man would not take time to read and wrote interesting
and informative book reviews of them for the Monthly.
Certa1nly, he hoped to increase his circulation by
making his Monthly interesting wbile he cbose this media to
grind his

a~es

en politics, religions, reforms, lnaastry,

thrift, manners, or hum.an tallings.

This writer teels that

Howe considered his readers neither tthigh-brow' intellectually
3Gene Howe J .2£-

ill.

J

P.·

44.

100

Mason, \-J al t. tt Interes ting People J u tt A FeW' of 'Ed. t Howe t s
Paragraphs, It A.merican ~1agazine, LXXI (Harch, 1911),

608-611.
Unp llblished l'Iat erial

Brune, Ruth Esther.
ItThe Early Life of Edgar Wa.tson Howe. tt
Boulder, Colorado: University of Colorado, Hay, 1949 . .
(UnpQb1ished doctoral dissertation)

10

nor stark illiterates, but people still seeking knowledge,
so adhered to one of his pet beliefs that they were of the
group to which he himself belonged, the plain people. (This
title he chose for his autobiography, which was also written
while he published the Monthly .. )

He was pleased to annOlUlce

at one time that the circulation had reached 5,000.
In some respects, the Monthly was not too attractive
becau.se paragraphs were not indented and instead the oldfashioned "'hand lt sign was used to denote the first line of a
paragraph.

This made for a very full printed page, in con-

trast to what is considered good newspaper format today.

In

the early issues there were no pictures or advertisements,
no t1boxes" to set off pertinent items nor any headlines or
sub-heads to which the mid-twentieth century newspaper or
magazine reader is accustomed.
Howe advertised regularly his own pamphlets and Little

Blue Books, and other books, such as Travel Letters from New
Zealand, The Story of

~

Country Town, The Blessing of Business,

Country Town Sayings, and Ventures in Common Sense in a standing column on page

fOUl....

Other small commercial advertise-

ments were also carried on the last page for years at a time.
In 1925-1926, realizing that his publication was not
paying expenses, he appealed to his readers for advertisements.
These pleas paid off to some extent, because eight advertisements appeared in early subsequent issu.es but they were not
sustain~ng

copy to furnish him additional revenue.

11

Cancellations of s Llbs criptions from disgruntled readers who
disagreed with him were received at times, but Howe kept on
publishing regularly.

If subscribers objected enoLlgh to

write their opinions to the editor, his country secretaries
returned the subscription fees.
Carl and JYlark Van Doren, writing in American and British
LiteratLlre had something to say about the monthly magazine
edited by Howe, especially about the republication of various
items from it gathered together under the title Ventures in
Common Sense:
His ttVentures in Common Sense tt (1919) 1s not a
treatise, or even a group of essays, but a collection of

aphorisms upon the homely qualities of life, all of them
taken from the monthly magazine which he wrote himself
on his Kansas farm. Few men have written more pungently
than he does in sLlch sentences as these: tlThe people
are always worsted in an election; ff n A loafer never
works except when there is a fire: then he will carry
out more f urni t ure than anybody j tl ffWi th women, men are
the enemy; I suppose they abuse them as a nation abu.ses
a people with whom it is at war, with old stories told
in other wars;1t and, "There are no mysteries. 'Where
does the wind come from? It doesn't matter: we know
the habits of the wind after it arrives. tt 4

nWisdom as hard and sharp as this def'ies contradiction and
resists time, uS according to the Van Dorens.

They also wrote

of his keen observations:
Howe contrived to irritate a great many readers who
do not like to use their naked eyes as much as he does.
Optimists took so little comf'ort from him that they
charged him with being SOQr and harsh. A more accurate
charge would have been that he moved about, intellectually, within limits past which his imagination was not

4Carl Van Doren and T-t ark Van Doren, American and British
Literature Since 1890 (New York: D. Appleton Century Company,
1939 ), p. 139.
--

5Ibid •

12
sufficient to carry him. That, however, is true of all
but the greatest minds. Howe's limits must be taken
into account. He lived in the tradition of the oldfashioned America, not in the tradition of a cosmopolitan culture. But within his limits, he is master, and
b e is so astute that persons of his disposition every'w here are li kely to agree wi th him. JYioreover, he has
remarkable gifts ~n the art of making statements with
edge and clarity.
Carl Van Doren in Hany I'i inds , credited Howe wi th some
inflaence on the people at the country cross roads:
The newspaper which E. W. Howe long owned and edited
in Atchison gave him a provincial reputation ••• but it
is for his Honthly that he is really known. Only a man
with a powerful urge could have b een faithful for a
dozen years to the task of writing t h e whole of a monthly
magazine; only a man with a notable literary gift could
have given expression to so mach matter in.a manner so
precise, so lucid, so arresting, so personal. For sheer
skill in making words serve him he has no superior and
few equals among his contemporaries. He is a master of
the difficult trick of the aphorist.
Simple as his point o~ view is, his r~1ge of topics
is great. He can compress centuries of history and
character in a single sentence •••• Many an old man in the
tradition has sat in his established chair of the crossroads tavern or the corner grocery and delivered himself
of such wisdom as he had in such words as he could find.
But rarely has one lived so profoundly, so broodingly,
so questioningly, or looked so far as Mr. Howe. His wit,
though that is eminent, could not give him bis influence
if it came from a flat or angular pars onali ty. He has
the depth and the intensity as well as the edge of
genias. 7
Howe's notable literary and journalistic achievements
were not confined to the area of the Mid-West, by any means,
as the following editorial by Dr. Frank Crane was in the
New York Globe on April 7, 1916.

Howe reprinted it in the

6 Ibid •
7Carl Van Doren, Many Minds (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1926),
pp.

36-49.

13
Monthly largely because he doted on the tributes he found
in other publications about himself:
Ed Howe is a national institution •••• For years he
ran the Atchison Globe, and his sayings therein were
widely quoted, simply because they were interesting.
He is now PQblishing a monthly •••• It is jQst a broad
stream of horse sense •••• The main charm of his writing,
perhaps, is that he is autobiographical. His whole
prodQct is strictly personal •••• The reader gets the
impression or the writer's sincerity •.•• Ris language is
so simple that the devotees of literature think. it
childish •••• lt is so plain that the sophisticated think
at first he is fooling, nothing so plain could be worth
printing •••• lt is cranky, because any manls opinions
honestly set down will seem cranky to the general
public •••• 1 write this because he is a national figure,
utterly American, and beyond the reach of my praise or
blame; you couldn't get him to pay YOLl for advertising
him, and if you bSrked at him he wouldnlt look around
to see who it is.
.
This writer believes that Howe considered himself a
dedicated writer from the time he wrote his first novel,
which he had to pLlblisb himself, to the last page of the
Monthly.

This lifetime actually devoted to the fourth estate

covered more years than many of those of his predecessors,
contemporaries, or followers.
Howe had had the taste of editorial leadership in his
home town.

His fame soon spread in the llflississippi Valley

and then reached New York.

His son wrote that ItHe dedicated
.,

his llfe ••• trying to be helpful to his fellow man. u9
When he was nearly at the end of his career, Howe wrote
that he did not feel the world and his readers were any
8Monthly, VI (April, 1916), p.

9 Gene Howe, £E. cit., p.

47.

4.

better off morally, intellectually, politically or
culturally, after all his years of trying to improve them.
Perhaps no one of his age was more persevering in his efforts
to stimulate ments thinking, but he had to admit after all
his efrorts, that he had been unable to change his readers
for the better.

CHAPTER II
HOWE I S

CO~'1MENTS

ON WORLD WAR I .AND POLITICAL FIGUPLES

Events leading up to World War I did not seem to provoke
too much comment from Howe, since he was not writing copy
for his daily newspaper,

soon after the outbreak he wrote

b~t

this: "The world needs to have the nonsense knocked out of
it.

It is drunk with its own importance, and should sober

up.

I hope hell will be raised until the people are finally
convinced that they do not like it. ttl Then he continued,
rtp atriotism has harmed Germany more than treason has ever

been able to harm it,n2 after the war had just really beglU1
in Europe, and long before the United States became involved

in the conflict.
Even as the European war raged overseas, a great deal of
concern was felt in the United States about whether we as a

nation would become embroiled in the conflict.

War

atrocities, mammoth headlines about important battles, and

numerous Americans who joined the foreign armies, were topics
of every day conversation.
wrongs, if any I

The war and all its rights or

was the sub j e c t for tho llS ands of sermons,

filled many an editorial column on newspapers in the nation,
and was a gnawing worry for the American people.

~Ionth1y, IV (October, 1914), p. 1.
2 Ibid.
- , IV ( September, 191 4) , p. 2.

15
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But there was another issue also before the American
public that was of a great deal more interest to the habits,
CQstoms and morals of not only the average American, but
affected many laborers, white collar workers, and the man on
the street.

This issue was the agitation for the prohibition

and sale of all intoxicating beverages, sponsored by the
prohibitionist factions in many states, and Kansas furnished
her share.

The issue of prohibition was also the subject of

an equally large number of sermons, editorials, and comments

in the newspapers of the nation.
The prohibitionist forces were sQccessful after a long
struggle in getting Congress to legislate the Eighteenth
Amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the manufacture,
transportation and sale of liquors.

Instead of curbing the

consumption of liquor it served to inerease drinking desires
and illegal intoxicants were purchased at "speakeasies. It

Other factions immediately laid plans after the ratification
of the Eighteenth Amendment in 1919 for continuing the
liquor industry.

A large lawless group of criminals control-

led the ttruro Bunning'! organizations in numbers of the states.
These two topics were of such national importance that Howe
combined his sentiments against both in one article, part
of which is
The argument for war is weak as the argument for
the right to pay a high price for intoxicants which
are not only useless but harmful ••••
If the nations of the earth could agree on two laws
and their enforcement, what woald they be?

17
1. Prohibition of the manufacture of all fire arms.
2. Prohibition of the use and marlufacture of all
intoxicating 1iquors. 3

In the early stages of the war, Howe praised the Germans for their industry, thrift and ability to whip twice
their number of opponents in batt1e. 4

As the conflict pro-

gressed, he commented on the fact that Germany was winning
the war and that eight civilized nations were fighting it. 5

In numerous issues, Howe gave his readers pertinent Information about other European countries, such as the facts that
their food supplies, horses, and plows had been confiscated
and they had no transportation nor way of working the fields.

Then he seemed to concentrate many writing hours on
Russia, for in early 1917 when that country collapsed internally and became completely demoralized, he wrote about the
Rasputin scandal:
their priests .u6

ttThe Russian people are being fooled by
He also kept his readers informed of the

Russian Revolution and the rise to power by Trotszky and the
Bolshevists.

When Trotszky had just come into the worldls

eye as their leader, Howe called him a dangerous man, in a
colW"IID entitled

tl

The Only Han I Hate. tt 7

his judgment to be correct.

3 Ibid ., V (March, 1915), p. 1.
4Ibid., IV (December, 1914), p. 1.

5 Ib1d ., V (June, 1915), p. 1.
6 Ibid ., IV (January, 1915), p.

7~., IV (March, 1918), p. 1.

4.

Later events proved

18
As the conflict continued, be wrote about Russia while
that country was at war with Germany and brought his readers
up-to-date on the deplorable

sit~ations

in Russia, where

along the border the peasants had practiced the uscorched
earthil policy before the advancement of' the Kaiser's troopa.

First, he gave a

res~e

of Russia's

hlstory~

rulers, and

reforms, then as developments occurred in the Bolshevik!

revolt, he devoted long columns to the current sooial conditions and his personal observations on their rulers, voicing his hatred for Rasputln, Trotszky, Lenin, and Gorky.

Howe wrote that he had read in

Tb~

New Republic how

demora11zed Russia had become under the1r leaders and the
corruptness of the revolution and the Bolshevlsts. 8

A £ew

months afterwards be presented a tirade on socialism and the
Russi81 Revolution. 9 Later he wrote that "my RUBsian correspondent reported that that oountry

state that no cure was possible. 10

~ua~1~

lias 1n sllch a

This correspondent was

undoubtedly his Bon, who was in Europe representing the

Associated Press as a reporter daring the war and atterwards
at the Peaoe Conferenee.
Howe seemed to feel sympathy tor the Russian people
when be wrote that forty lm illions bad died as a result of
the war, freezing, neglect, and atarvatien.

8 Ibid., VII (September, 1918), p. 1.
9 Ibid.,
'
VII (Deoember, 1918), p. 1.
~

lOIbld.
•

T

I

XI (March, 1922), p. 1 •

Then he also

19
intimated that Russia exaggerated the total number of dead
to elicit sympathy from the American people. ll

Since Russia

was still in the wnmanageable throes of the Revolution, and
the common people were suffering from the injustice of the
Bolshevists, Howe compared RUSsia's Revolution to the French
Revolution in an article and then added his own tboughts:
"The real objection is that it won't work. n12
From what correspondence he had with his son, his daily
reading of the newspapers, and magazines; including The New
Republic, Howe had predicted the assassination of Lenin:
There cannot be found a single excuse for Lenin.

He was a bloody-minded scowrrdrel and the reforms now
being brought about in Russia--that he advocated
shortly before his death--were reforms as old as the
world itself •••• God will conSign him to hell for a
million years and then sentence him to a longer term
for other crimes. l ]
Howe wrote long discourses on the international signs
of war and the aspects of tbe entry of the United States into
it.

This timely topic kept him busy writing for many issues,

resulting in several long columns in 1917.

When he had to

comment on the sinking of an American ship by the Germans,
he wrote:

"Let German militarism be destroyed, but not German efficiency in the Arts of Peace, u 1 4 as he started
pleading for the end of the war.
llIbid., X (March, 1921), p. 2.
l2 Ibid ., VII (January, 1920), p. 1.

13Ibid~, VIr (September, 1918), p. 1.

14Ibid ., VI

(February, 1917), p.

4.
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When the United States did enter the war and men were
conscripted, he wrote:

"When conscription of men for war is

necessary, it is just as sensible to conscript women for
reproduction. illS

Continuing to express his venom for other

things, he wrote, ttWhat fools we are, tt in a long column
entitled, nWe American Asses,tt16 and expressed his ideas of
American folly:

nWhen it is possible to overdo a thing,

Americans rarely fail to do it.tt17
He had previously written on the financial aspects of
the war, pleaded in tbe Monthly for peace, and reprinted
pleas

from other magazines "for the end of the war, bring

the boys back home and let Europe pay for its own war,n18
Added to his comrnents about the war, he wrote that the public
was not really told the truth about the battles and that he
himself did not believe all the war news. 19
Howe asserted that we were devoting more millions for
the army, navy, education, religion, and research, bQt were
failing to raise enough food to feed the people. 20 This was
the year of ItVictory Gardens t1 when everybody was encouraged
to raise all the food he

COQld

in small home plots.

15~_, VI (February, 1917), p. 1.

16 Ibid • , VII (August, 1917), p. 1.
17 Ibid. , VII (January, 1919), p.
18 Ibid .
19~., VII (July, 1917), p. 1.

2Oill£., VII (March, 1917), p. 1.

4.
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At the conclusion of World War I i n No ve bar 1918 , h
wrote that he believed the men who f ought in t he war woul
come back better men and was "thankful that t her
no change in the flag. u21

woul d b

He had wondered pr evl ou l y in

writing of war happenings if Germany realized t he mist ke it
had made in starting the war. 22
Then he threw out a few qLlips on

It

Amer ic an Brag , tt th t

Ueverybody and everything wa.s or 1s the best , 1t 23 wh n
wrote that he had observed the modes ty of fore!
comparison with American writing .

writing in

He s t ill k pt t h

his readers' minds as he continued to writ

e

w

in

abo ut th

math of the war and warned them. a.bout post war prop gand

r-

. 24

Obviously he was disgusted with some American ways of lif
and other things in general when he published a. column :
"The Jackass Should Be Our National Emblem, Inst ead of th

Eagle, It 1n which he declared that:
no opinions of his own.

!'The American man ha

He is always swayed by others,

preachers, wom.en, and so on. n25

In ra.ther an aSide, he

asked, "Why the women did not prevent the last war if thei '

influence is as great as it is supposed to be?1t26
21Ibid. , VII (November, 1918), p. 1.
22 Ibi d .. , V (June, 1915), p. 1.

23illi · J VIII (March, 1919), p. 1.

24Ibid •

J

VIII (February, 1920) , p. 1.

25~., VIII (September, 1919), p. 3.
26 Ibid • , VIII (June, 1919), p.

3.
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Howe continued to print in each issue something on
Russia as he had for months previously.

Then he dreamed up

a gathering near Atchison and wrote that t1The Society to

Oppose Stupidity" had held its armual convention at "Pota.to

Hilltt the first week in September.

A complete division of

land and wealth was suggested and the first man who complained of injustice was to be hanged. 27

This was Howels

own hypothetical society and his critical and ironical
comment on the Russian Revolution and the injustice of all
their political upheaval.
Howels final conclusion after he had written and pub-

lished so much about Russia in many previous issues of the
Monthll was:

If

After the Rus sians ha.ve f'inally settled down

to peace, their lat.vs will be no more just than have existed

in the United States for at lea.st a century. n28

He was a

good prophet, for even today most readers would concur with
him that the Russians are still behind the United States in

r

-religion, socia.l reforms, hous lng development, and some

agrarian methods.

Some of their laws, however, have now been

changed radically Wlder CommlUlism, whether for better or
worse, who can say?

In 1920, Howe claimed that:

mllllists are murdering Russia. \129

27 Ibid ., VI (S eptember, 1918) , p. 2.
28 Ibid ., IX (Augllst, 1920) , p. 1.

29 Ibid • , IX. (September, 1920) , p. 1.

ttThe com-
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After all these years of wars, intrigues, diplomatic
relations being worn to t he breaking-point, concessions on
the part of the United States, and the rise of Russia to a
world power in her enslavement

or

mill10ns o£ innocent

people, this writer. and it is hoped other readers, concurs
with Howels Qriginal estimate in siz1ng up the leaders 1n
Russia and bis homely early twentieth century ideas reearding
that eOlllltry.

After the- war was over

~d

the World War I oombatants

had rettlrned home, he advocated the thought that, uIn the
next forty years, this country will be what the members of
the American Legion conclu.de to make It.,·3 0 This writer
would disagree with this statement

beca~se

of Howe's belief

that the Legion would be a very strong taction in polItics.

The Legion does exert some political power 10 bringing
pressure to bear at election times both in individual state s
end in the nation as a whole.

Also in thousands ot local

posts of the Legion activities are carried on in civic,
patriotic, philanthropic and social projects the whole year
through.- These local inflaences seem to be more than Howe
anticipated when he thougnt tbat the Legion vould exert

80

mneh power nationally.
All the time the
to various and

8 undry

~ar

continued, Howe printed objections

policies of the Federal government, of

30 Ibid., X (March, 1921), p. 1.

-
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the policies of the Congress, the income tax. laws, and
President Wilson.

Seldom did he express any approval of any

measure passed by Congress, and was quite critical

or

Wilson.

He expressed these personal feelings about Woodrow Wilson in

a long colunm entitled, ttOur Greatest Democrat: u

My objection to Wilson is that he is a tremendous
sentimentalist, and, in occupying a great pOSition, and
consequently exercising a great power, has tried to put
his notions into effect •••• Had Mr. \'ljilson been a business
man, and acquired common sense by contact witb practical
affairs, possibly he would have become a useful man ••••
But he was born into a sentimental atmosphere, and has
never been out of it •••• Mr. Wilson is saturated with
false notions ••• and has become the most thoroughly discredl ted man the world has ever known •••• 1vIr. 'W ilson
pllillged in with all the ferv'or of a mad man, and
adopted theories as impossible, as foolish, as ruinously expensive as a railroad to the planet Mars ••••
Millions have cheered his sentimentalism ~~en he
promised beauti~ul but impossible things.
In the centuries to come Woodrow 'Wilson will stand
out as the embodiment o:f American Big Talk. In May,
1917 he stated u'W'@ have entered the war without having
sarfered a specific injury but the heart of OQr people
is in this war. We would never have entered it did we
not believe that it was an opportunity to express the
character or the United States •••• We are the helpful
friends and saviors of all mankind; our soldiers are
crus aders :132
Since the first issues of the Monthly were not available on microfilm, Howe's political discussions before the
March 1914 number were not procured.

By this

time~

however,

he was voicing his candid opinions against the Democratic
party as a whole, mainly because he was a Republican and his
party had been in power for a number of years.

31~., IX (November, 1919), p. 2.
32Ibid., IX (April, 1920), p. 1.

ObViously,
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he did not care ror any Democrat, so expressed these views:
Today the Democrats are in control of the nation and
some of the funniest looking men in the country have
been statesmen since March 4, 1913. These funny looking
gents are making more promises, and spending more money,
than the Republicans did; they are creating so many
commls~~ons and positions as to even make Washington
dizzy.
Then he went on to remark that he was already tired of seeing
Wilson's picture in print, and wrote:

nS ayre ,

who married

into the family, is worse looking than any of them. tt 34
In every issue he had a colurrm or two on some phase of
American government, political parties, corrupt practices of
various officials, or then items on miner's or street car or
train strikes, the Mexican war (while it was in progress)
bureaucrats of one sort or another and politics in general.
Howe then told his readers:

nWe

talked about great reforms

being accomplished, yet politics has never been touched,u that

tithe corruption in our courts is disgraceftll and no steps had
been taken to reform lawyers." 35

Speaking about the income

tax law, he contended that the people did not want it, but
the politicians demanded it because they wanted more money to
waste. 36

These were his thoughts:

Of the so-called civilized nations, we have the
most extravagent government. The people of the United
States are ruled as LU1fairly by the poll ticians as the
people of India are ruled by the English; the people
33Ibid. , IV (February, 1914), p. 1.
34Ibid ., p. 2.
35 Ibid • :I IV (April, 1914), p. 3.

36~., p. 2.
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of the United States are fooled as mercilessly by their
statesmen as the people of Russia are fooled by their
priests.37
After the presidential campaign of 1913, when Wilson

was elected to the presidency, Howe had expressed his dislike of Wilson and the
tried to

in~luence

n fil th

of poli tics, tt 38 as he still

his readers against Wilson.

As Wilson's

term of office continued, Howe expressed himself in some
issues both for and against Wilson, but the majority of his
opinions were in the nature of dlsapproval. 39
In one issue he found occasion to coruaend the Democrats

regarding a position which was created near the beginning of
the Wilson administration for a certain man.

"That man turned

out to be a mutt, and the position was abolished."40
Another approval of Hilson's actions was when the train-

men and their employers failed to agree.
appealed to President Wilson.

The controversy was

ltHe promptly took the side of

the trainmen .and demanded that the railroads grant ten hours
pay for eight hours work. n41

Wilson also said that he would

advocate an increase in freight rates to help all the railroads concerned.

Howe also printed some of the things that

Wilson was in favor of, such as, better pay for teachers,
37Ibid ., IV (January, 1915), p.

4.

38Ibid., IV ( July, 1914), p. 1.
39 Ibid ., VI (September, 1916), p. 1.
4-°Ibid.

4l
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contended that too much was involved in such a peace conference and that in his opinion and in the opinion of other
thinkers of the world the real issues were still the same
that they had been for years before, namely:

socialism,

Bolshevism, and the code of the politicians, who wanted to
run things their own way.

The only really favorable thing

that he printed about the Peace Conference was that his son
Jim had been selected to report the Conference in Paris.47
Even after \'lTilson was dead, and the Peace Conference had
failed, Howe still had the two of them in mind when he wrote,
ItWhile President of the United States, Woodrow Wilson went
to Paris on an idealism drunk.

The hard-headed sober Allies

robbed him and no one doubts it. it 48
Much later in the Monthly, Howe said that he had found

fault originally with Wilson because he was a sentimentalist,
and in winning the presidency put his sentimental notions into
full effect ••• with the result that he believed that Wilson
had harmed America more than any other American. 49

Those

were the major objections that Howe voiced against Wilson.
It did not matter whether his readers agreed with him about
his political views or not; he set down his individual
opinions anyway.
When Wilson's a.dministration was nearing an end, Howe

47Ib_id. , VII ( January, 1919), p_ 2.
4 8 I :Qid. , XII (February, 1927) , p. 1.

49 Ibid . ,

XII (Febrllary, 1924) , p. 1.
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predicted Harding's election. 50

In a column the next month,

after Harding had won the election, Howe was most comp1imentary and reminded his readers that the election was so much
in favor of Harding because 'Vlilson was a

It

sick man. It

He never

let his readers forget that when Wilson was elected he had
opposed war, and when he was re-elected because he kept

W3

out o~ war, we got into World War I. anyway.5 1
v-Jhen

all the scandal broke about Harding, Howe told his

readers about it several times and this was typical:
Perhaps in history no man has suffered before
execution as Harding did •••• Gossip attended to him ••••
In addition he had a fool mistress, he had a fool
wife who had long been jealous of Nan ~2itton •••• I
wonder worry did not kill him earlier.

Howe's views on the Harding administration were expressed
as follows:

uWe need economy now as never before; we need

common sense, freedom from foreign entanglements, freedom
from domestic brol1s.,,53

Later, he observed, "In the United

States our policy seems to be:

make new mistakes, and con-

tinue the old ones for the excitement of quarreling about
them. "54
When Calvin Coolidge was to run for the presidency after
the death of Harding, Howe wrote him an ttOpen Letter, tt and
50Ibid., IX (October, 1920), p. 1.
51Ibid., IX (November, 1920), p. 1.

52~., XII (September, 1928), p. 1.

53 Ib1d ., IX (November, 1920), p. 1.
54Ibid ., XII (February, 1929), p. 1.
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gave him a lot of advice as to what not to do, such as:
Announce that you will be content to serve ou.t
Harding's unexpired term; and will not seek to occupy
first place at the next Republican convention.
Announce that during your occupancy of the White House,
you will perform the duties of the President in the
interest of the people, and not in the interests of ~he
Republican party. And this announcement made, stick
to it, without fear or favor. It would be so novel, so
just, a ggurse that the people will soon rally to your
support • .:J .:;
Howe also advised him against making speaking and junketing
trips, golf, and wearing himself out and then continued, ttyou
lack the good looks of Mr. Harding:
Mr. Roosevelt.

the dynamic qQality of

You must try something new. U;b He suggested

to Coolidge that he let the Republican convention take care
of itself', and then continued, liThe course I have olltlined

is not only just; it is sensible.
prove good pol;ttics.
by the new

YOll

abroad. It 57

Well performed, it

w~ll

By the old method you can do nothing:

may become a hero not only at home but

His s llgges tions were that Coolidge take advantage

of this new plan for he was sure that it would work.

After Coolidge had been elected and was in his first
~rm

in office, Howe ha.d this in the Nonthly:

flI am learn-

ing to like President Coolidge, although I have made a bet
he will not succeed

hi~elf •••• Mr.

ing little appeals to me. u58

Coolidgefs policy of say-

Coolidge t s lack of speeches was

a notable characteristic, remarked upon not only by the press

55 Ib1d., XII (AugQSt, 1923), p. 1.
56Ibid.

57 Ibid •

58Ibid., XII (December, 1923), p. ~_.
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but also by Congress and really one of his qualities that was
so outstanding that he was given the nickname of ttSilent Cal. tt
Coolidge had a great following however, after the Demo-

crat.ic administration of Wilson.

The country had settled

down after the war and prosperity was evident, the ItRoaring
Twenties tt was the nickname given that era of the decade.
News men were alert for statements given out to them, and many
words and columns were

~rri tten

about Coolidge, even though he

did not make public speeches very often.

Howe also had his

bit to say, although he did not write something every month.
After reading some statement, which he did not clarify, he
wrote this:
The statement is made that Calvin Coolidge is one
of the greatest men of his age ••• he is nothing of the
kind •••• Re is a plain, honest, man with plain ideas ••••
Mr. Ooolidge does not write or speak particularly well,
but he thinks well and acts well, and has sufficient
geni us to know \vhat.5~hould be done for the country in
the present crisis.
When Coolidge was about to rwn for election, Howe forecast the nomination and election, and added his bit about the
management of the campaign:
Hr. Coolidge can be elected president easily if he
makes no mistakes, and pursues tbe Simple policy at
first assumed. If he is beaten he will beat himself by
playing the old political game.
Mr. Coolidge made a good pg~itical speech and was
well managed by Andrew Mellon.
Nothing more of real significance was published in the
.59 Ibid ., XII (June, 1924), p. 3.

60~bld., X~II (A ugus t , 1924) , p .1.
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IYlonthly until Coolidge t s term was about over.

Then Howe

wrote that IlAn editor declared that Mr. Herbent Hoover would
have the support of Calvin Coolidge as the next Republican
candidate for President. u6I
One of Hoo ver I s talking points was ri ver improvements
which Howe waS sure would cost the government millions of
dollars.

Howe suggested as Hoover's platform a common sense

issue, a sound policy and said that by adopting those, be
could do the country a lot of good. 62
Then Coolidge, who was still in office, made a glaring
mistake according to Howe.

In a column entitled "Hets Through,1t

he wrote:
President Coolidge ••• like a politician ••• llke a
business man often makes mistakes. The action of signing the bill giving a bonus to the Spanish War Veterans
was bad polltics •••• Mr. Coolidge may as well be an
honest Pb~sident until the end of his term; he's
througb. j
.
Even though he had found fault with him over the bonus, Howe
wrote later that he still admired President Coolidge:
I am. still a strong admirer of President Coolidge •••
his success bas been notable •••• I believe Mr. Coolidge
is the only president in my time _who has realized that
being president is merely an administrative job ••• he
has no wild fancies of being called for a high purpos e,
and realizes the rights or the people more consistently
than any other man who has occupied the office. I like
him because he is homely and unable to make a great
speech. Mr. Harding6~as well disposed but suffered the
curse of good looks. ~

61 Ib1d ., XII (November, 1925),

p. 1.

62Ibid.

63 Ibid ., XII (May, 1926), p. 1.

64Ibid .,

XII (February, 1927), p. 1.
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l'Jhen poll tical talk about Herbert Hoover was on the
tongues or the politicians and people, and the nation was
planning the election, Howe stated his views on Hoover, too:
"One of my objections to Herbert Hoover for president is I
don't like his looks ••• on the other hand, I liked Warren G.
Harding's looks exceedingly well and he turned out badly. tt6 5
Then Howe discllssed Hoover:

uHerbert Hoover's plan in seeking

the White House was to smile, smile, smile, and talk the
language of women. tl66

As will be noted, Howe thought that

woman suffrage was a great mistake.
But all was not quiet on the political ho;oizon that year.
The Democrats nominated Al Smith, a Tammany Hall man, and a

Roman Catholic for their candidate.

Naturally all the Repub1i-

can newspapers in the country took up

a~a

editorially against

the Democratic Party and the Catholic nominee.

Words, words,

words, were written by all factions concerned.

Howe put in

his share:

Why is Al Smith the first Catholic to be nominated
for president? The politicians decided that such a
religious a.ffiliation wOLlld prove a handicap in a country
largely Protestant •••• l shall vote for him but .Smith cannot be elected •••• Hoover is a weak candidate but will
win, because of another democratic mistake •••• In twenty
years, a Catholic, a woman, or a Jew may be elected
president, but not now, religious prejudice is too
strong.
65Ibid .. , XII (April, 1928), p. 1.
66Ibida, XII (May, 1928), p. L~.

67~., XII (June, 1928), p. 1.
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In the same issue Howe still had more to say about
Smith, when he declared:
Now that we are about to lose Calvin Coolidge we
need a man of Al Smith's practical common sense in the
White House ••• but we will not get Smith as president,
he will be defeated by a landslide •••• you will find
during the present campaign tha~8the bread of editors
is buttered on the Hoover side.
But Howe took a verbal

s~ing

at Herbert Hoover also for some-

thing that he had said:
I am mad at Herbert Hoover because he says so many
n I wish the women would apply their higher
sense of service and responsibility, their fresbness of
enthusiasm, their capacity for organization to the
public problem." ••• This is such an anno y in g and unnecessary nonsense I cannot overlook. 69
things like:

Naturally, Howe would resent all entrance of' women into

planning any political organization.
With all the controversy that raged, Howe still approved
of Smithfs nomination:
Although a Republican I would like to see Al Smith
elected President. The professional prohibitionists
have become offensively impudent and distQrbing: they
need such a rebuke ••• Smith's nomination was a Democratic
blunder. 70
Readers of the Monthly certainly knew for whom Howe would
cast his vote:

Itr shall vote for Al Smith for the only

reason anyone ever votes for a Democrat:

in the hope of

making the Republicans more reasonable and economical and
not in the hope that my candidate will be elected. t1 71
68Ibid. , XII (June, 1928), p. 1.

69~ .. , XII

(July,

1928), p.

70 Ibid. , XII (August,
71 Ibid ., p. 2.

4.

1928), p. 1.
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1rJhether Howe had a change of heart before he admitted it
or whether he waited until election day is unanswerable.

He

had told his readers that he felt Smith would not win, and
tried to point out that he was a mistaken candidate that the
Democrats had deliberately nominated because they thought
Smith had enough following to win the election.
Smith lost his own state of New York.

As it was,

Whether the Democrats

hoped to repeal the prohibition amendment is also an enigma.
Howe changed his mind

R'G

the last moment and this is what he

told his readers:
At the last moment I voted for Hoover; when I went
to the polls I saw an Irish Oatholic wearing a Smith
badge. It happened I didn't like him, and myoId
prejudices had their way.
Had I seen an old 1'l1ethodist prohibitionist I didn't
like instead of this Irishman, I sho11.1d have voted for
Smith •••• ln spite of myself I have long had a good deal
of admiration for Herbert Hoover, although I picked at
him. I never doubted he is a fine gentleman, and honest
man, and possessed of unusual intelligence and information •••• PrQ~ably the responsibility of the office will
sober him.(
Howe was soon to meet Hoover in person, as events turned
out, for in the year-end issue of the }1onthly, there was a
quotation from the Miami (Florida) Herald saying that Hr.
and Mrs. Cyrus H. K. Curtis had entertained President-elect
and Mrs. Herbert Hoover at luncheon on their yacht Lyndonia
and E. W. Howe waB among the guests.

Howe added, uHoover

appeared tired a£ter the campaign and predicts that the will
gradually regulate the spotlight

~d

72Ibid., XII (October, 1928),

make it endurable and

p: 1.
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and possibly eomfortable. 1u 73
Hoover had politicians for enemies as well as certain
newsp~er

and

magazine editors.

tbese editorial comments:

Howe

q~oted

Menoken as making

"H. L. Mencken 1s possibly the

outstanding enemy of President

Hoover~

yet he writes:

'Mr.

Hoover is no more to blame for most of the things he is
damned for than

yOQ

or

I.,"74

Howe said that be could not

agree because be considered Hoover as extravagant in bard
times as Wilson was in war and boom times, and added his own
conclusion, that "Wasbington 1s drunk, it better sober

np."75

Howe's epinlon of Hoover rose still further, when he
printed in the Monthly an aocount of the honorary dinner
given tor Thomas A.Edison b,. Henry Ford on the oecasion of'
.

,

the anniversary in recognition of all the work: that be had

done in electricity.

President Hoover refused the seat of

honor at t he banquet, graciolls].,. insisting that it
Edison's honor to have that seat.
(P. S.

W'QS

Howe commented:

I intend to vote fer President Hoover for

a second term because ot his good taste in giving old

Tom the plaoe of honor at the Edison dinner; my next
ear .111 be a Ford because of the aotiQg of Henry Ford
for arranging the Edison celebration.) (
.
.
Then Howe oontended that Hoover bad lntrodu.ced a new
73~., XII (December, 1928) , p. 1.

74Ibid ., XII

(April, 1932) , p.

4.

75~.

76 Ibid., XII (November, 1929) , p. 2.
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and dangerous idea into politics after providing relief for
farmers who previously had been able to care for themselves
and the farm relief bill immediately became a scandal.

Howe

believed it to be a wrong principle and the rise in taxes
expensive, and said that every dollar of farm relief shrank
fifty per cent before it reached the needy.77
In a colunm entitled Upolitics our Greatest Danger,U

Howe proceeded to point out lessons that we should have
learned from the Romans, when they were ruined by high taxes.
Nothing irritates me more than the manner in which
politicians impose on me as a citizen; nothing
astonishes me more than the indifference, of the people
to the insult and the danger.
There is nothing I would work at with more enthusiasm
than reform in politics but there is no place I can
begin and no one will join me.
In nothing are the people being trained in evil as
in politics.
And we call it patriotism. 78
Then he continued to tell his readers about the huge relief
bill that millions of intelligent voters had opposed, and
added, nIt was largely a question of whether the Republicans or the Democrats were going to spend two and one-half
billions of dollars. n79
Again it

W~

an election year, and when the new Demo-

cratic candidate was announced, Howe went on record as
follows:
77Ibld., XII (August, 1930), p. 2.

78ill2..,

p.

J.

79 Ibid ., XII (July, 1930), p. 1.
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The rich hate themselves, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, a candidate for the presidency is an aristocrat
and rich, but already is talking about the forgotten
man, and being supported by W"illiam Randolph Hearst,
who is enormou.sly wealthy. 00
As the campaign progressed, Howe asked what had become of
the art of public speaking, and added that Herbert Hoover had
been the best of the public speakers.

Then he told his

readers, ttA.fter I heard Franklin D. Roosevelt twice, I no
longer take the trouble 01' turning a button to hear him. u8l
Then Howe went on to say that he intended to vote for
President Hoover in November:
If be is elected he will be free to exercise his
judgment as an honest and intelligent man (he Is both)
without regard to polItics, whereas Mr. Roosevelt, if
elected, will immediately begin campaigning for a
second term--indeed8~e is at it now •••• Mr. Roosevelt
will be the winner.
And his predictions of Roosevelt's election were correct,
as well as his campaigning for more than one term, as he was
the president to serve the most number of terms in history.
Then Howe condemned President Hoover" by writing, ltHerbert
Hoover was a weak man in his best days as president; be is
a weak man now that he is preparing to leave the White
Hous e. tt 83

After the inauguration of Roosevelt, Howe wrote his
appraisal

or

the first executive acts:

80Ibld., XII (September, 1932), p. 1.

8lIbid~, XII (October, 1932), p. 1.
82 Ibid •

83 IbId ., XII (February, 1933), p.

4.
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President Roosevelt started his measure proposing
a tax measure to save one and one-half million dollars
and was received with a. lot of applause.
When he reaches other propositions, he will g~ve
to propose appropriations for a much larger swm. 4
Then as the first year of the administration began, Howe
printed his own objections and backed them up by some of his
reading in leading

ne~repapers:

President Roosevelt says the papers of the countr'Y
are so generally supporting his policies that he would
welcome er1 ticism. •••• Probably a president's duties are
so enormous he never reads newspapers; certainly he
has not Been the Chicago Tribune, the New York Times,
the Saturday Evening Post, the Kansas City Star or any
other Americ.an publication. Especially he has not
seen the London Times which declares American politicians seem determined to destroy the country in spite
of the screaming of ed.itorsegD.d people for common
sense and a chance to live. ~
And in the last issue of the Monthly, Howe wrote that in
various newspapers he had read that companies, corporations,
and merchants were objecting to the new N. R. A. bill, which
was also one of Roosevelt 1 s ideas.

The new Congress passed

the la.w which was later invalidated.
The Kanthly ended in the first year of Roosevelt's
administration.

Howe lived for..t!o·,tm more years, although

he was not able to voice his protests against some of the
revolutionary practices begun then.

All during Howe's

journalistic career, he was an astute critic of politics,
political acts, national policies and the various presidents.

84Ibid .,

XII (March, 1933), p. 3.

8'JIb
~id., XII (0 coer"
t b
1933)

p. 2 •

If he did not like their commitments on major or minor
issues

fo~

the

natloo~

he

n~ver

hesitated to say so.

Whether he corresponded with any partioular people
whom he attacked or disagreed with, be did not

say~

to state mildly that someone had disagreed with him.

except
Many

editors have been very oa.tspoken in their editorial eolamns
and E. W. Howe was certainly one of them.

His Nonthll.

served as tbe outlet for bis exasperations, his

prej~dlees,

and his dislikes of politics as well as his indignations at
other measures, acts, and happenings upon which he cared to
comment, and did.

CHAPTER III
HOWEIS COMMENTS ON NEWSPAPERS AND LITERA.RY FIGURES

Considering that Howe waS a jou.rnalist, one would have
expected him to be sympathetic with his colleagues in the
field of journalism.
deride ,them about
addicted.

Instead he used his Monthly to rail at and

tlme-~orn

practices to which they were

He seemed to take delight in making continual

remarks about how they let their subscribers down in not
always printing the whole truth about many events.
He contended that the newspapers and editors were unfair
to the public and misrepresented the attitude of the courts
and the well-to-do people towards the poorer Glasses of

society.

He wrote that

••• newspapers exaggerated the poverty of the poor; the
riches of the rich; the comforts of the home; the goodness of women and the meanness of men; the importance
of the Old Flag; the importance of our schools and
churches; the patriotism of old soldiers and the
importance of a free press. l
Howels criticism of the editors was that the people loved
sentiment and hated the truth; therefore J since newspapers
were not edited for glory or printed for fun, they (the
editors) printed what the people wanted to read.

He felt

that

We have become a nation of liars because reading is
cheap.

It won't do to say it is the duty of the people

INonthly, XII (November, 1927), p. 2.
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to support those newspapers which keep their standards
of honesty highest; that is more good advice the people
will not take. The only remedy Is, if you are lied
about, see that a correction is made. 2
He contended tha.t the country wa.s going to hell, and the
men who were pushing it that way were good fellows in the
newspaper business who did not realize what they were doing.
He believed that some editors always printed news that would
create sensations, mainly for purposes of enlarging their
circulations.

He told them. they

It

allowed the foolish sensa-

tional things the maxim'urn coverage, every sensible thing gets
the minimum."3
Howe did remind the editors however, that they had an
obligation to their country, and insisted that if the country
was really to be saved, the newspapers must do it.

They were

the real power, he believed, because public men of every
description lived on newspaper notoriety, and they were most
careful not to offend reporters and edltors.4

Writing about

one particular editor (unnamed), Howe said:
The real leaders are in the newspaper offices, they are
the leaders because they have almost unlimited power.
Even though some newspaper editors were disliked,
people bought their papers because they produced better
newspapers than their rivals; but whatever he advocates
1s beaten at every election he Is so generally disliked. The man actually has no influence except away
from home.5
2 Ibid •

3Ibid., IV (July, 1914), p. 1.
4Ibld.

5 Ibid ,
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He also had this to say about the press and editors and
gave them a little praise when he wrote:
Newspapers and magazines are worth all they cost,
but we take them too seriously. Buy a new~per or magazine as you buy a ticket to see a play; get what you
can out of it, but do not expect that the actor loves
you, 6 and is constantly thinking up plans to benefit
you.
All through the editions of the
the press.

~Ionthly

he complained about

He again expressed himself when he wrote that

none never picks up a paper without reading that something is
radically wrong and that the people are compelled to devote
most of their time to rea.ding and quarrelling about it. lt7
Knowing from experience that newspaper reading was one
of the daily ha.bi ts of Americans, Howe wrote that

tI

when an

important news story breaks, the people can hardly wait until
the next edition of the newspaper to hea.r further details. lt8
He also said that he had often remarked that a reader may
look through books I newspapers, magazines and pamphlets and
find little of interest because most of the writers had a bad
style. 9
After Howe retired to npotato Hilltt he was busy reading
books, magazines, and the four daily newspapers to which he
subscribed.

He explained his sentiments about his voracious

re ading this way:

6~., V (March, 1915), p. 1.

7Ib1d ., VII (February, 1919), p. 2.
8Ibid., VIII (August, 1919), p. 1.
9Ibid., X (July, 1921), p.

4.

Perhaps I read more than the avera.ge man, now that
I have more leisure long denied me ••• my knowledge of
literatLtre is still meagre; and I am not a.shamed to
confess it •••• Many noted books are not worth the paper
they are printed on ••• they are dull to me. 10
Although Howe believed some books worthless, there were

many that he considered commendable.

While he did not print

Bacon's theme insofar that the reading of some books was to
be chewed and digested, each issue of the Monthly contained
a resume or book review.

These Howe wrote after having read

the book carefully and prepared what he considered a creditable review.
He often chose a short excerpt from an editorial, some
magazine article, qQotation or effort on the part of some
other writer, to add to his store of copy for his magazine.
From the sources which he gave in the Monthly it would appear
that he made selections for-his quotations from some of the

lesser known magazines and printed these selected items
especially for the enlightenment of his readers.

He contended

that his subscribers needed to be informed and he proceeded
to inform them with quotations from magazines with smaller
circulations as well as from the more popular ones.
Howe especially admired the American Magazine, the
Literary Digest, The American Mercurl, as well as many others.
He admitted that the National Geographic was one of his choice
magazines but complained that the writing was not as good as

IOIbid., VIII (May, 1919), p. 2.
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the photQgraphs in it.11

He had one favorite magazine, how-

ever, the Saturday Evening Post, which he recommended to his
readers as the best buy in American literature In 1924, saying:

nr look through many newspapers and magazines without

encountering the truth once.

It is an age of Liars.

God's

bookkeepers must be very bllSy these days recording sins. u12
Howe also quoted HcClure' s Magazine, Tbe New Republic, Vanity
Fair,

Smar~

of his

Set, and the Country Gentlemen In numerous is sues

~lonthly.

Because of' the fact that be was a writer, he appreciated
fully the art of creative writing and journalism and all the
efforts of those of his profession who attained success.

He

admired many or his contemporary fellow craftsmen and wrote
various statements telling his readers why he held these
writers in such high esteem.

W. 8.. Maugham, George Bernard

Shaw, Charles Dickens, Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, and Ralph
Waldo Emerson, were authors whom he admired.
Howe concurred with

H~

G. Wells on the idea of printing

a series of books telling the plain and simple truth about

everything:

history, biography, religion, science, sociol-

ogy, etc., to teach people what had gone on in the past so
that they might judge the future for themselves.

Howe

claimed to have advocated the same thing for twenty years. 13

ll~., X (April, 1921), p.

4.

12l£!£., XII (April, 1924), p. 2.
13 Ibid., X (April, 1921), p.

4.
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In no especial month would any particular writer or
author be mentioned, but in each issue one or more of those
writers whom he admired would be quoted.

Howe expressed his

admire.tion for G. B_ Shaw many times, calling him Uthe master
writer of

OUI'

day,"

and adding that

HG.

B. S. in my judgment

has more clear cornmon sense than any other man, and expresses
it most agreeably. n1 4 Other references to Shaw in succeeding
issues were in the s arne vein; Howe never let bis readers
forget that Shaw was his favorite writer.
He

also admired E. Haldeman-Julius and his Little Blue

Book Publishing Company and advised his readers to purchase

and read the small literary offerings. 15

Then Howe wrote in

the ¥lonthly that he had heard that Haldeman-Jlllius would
close out the five cent Little Blue Book Series and expressed
himself that he thought nhe is throwing away a Great Idea-there is no~ better than the L1 ttle Blue Book Library. tt 16
Obviously, Howe did not like the idea of Haldeman-Julius

t

dispensing with the publication of the Little Blue Books, for
reasons that will be pointed out later.

That s arne year Ho ~le,

his niece and companions traveled to Girard, Kansas to visit
Haldeman-Julius and his family.

He described the automobile

trip and the warm and cormial reception they received.

IL~Ibid., XII (December, 192.5), p. 1.
15Ibid., XI (May, 1922), p. 1.

16Ibid .. , XII (May; 1925), p. 3.

"Hy
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strongest impitlession of' the man ••• was his gentility and I
greatly like that ••• reasonable in his dislikes, another

quality I greatly admire. tt17
Evidently they also made some kind

o~

a writing-bQsiness

arrangement, for without any previous comment or announcement
there appeared on the fourth page of the 1, onthl~,

8.

two-

colarnn framed box, two inches long, advertising llLittle Blue

Books, It by E., W. Howe.

The three titles were UNotes for Ny

Biographer, It uSinner Sermons, U and ttpre aching from the
Audience. 1f

Instead of the customary five cents, Howe offered

them to his readers, autographed and postpaid for ten cents.
This list of Howe's Little Blue Books increased later to five,

and then to eight.
Howe continued the advertisement with offerings of his

own travel books, short books, his novel (of which he boasted
one hundred printings by then), and his autobiography,
soliciting sales rrom his readers.

Below each book and the

price were at first a few, then more and more thwmbnail
sketches praising that particular book, all signed by famous
literary people, such as:

William A.. White, Edward Bok, W. . D ..

Howells, J. E. Howse, Heywood Brown, Mark Van Doren, S. S.
McClure, Henry J. Allen, and others.

Endorsements as to the

reading quality of the books was also assured readers by
short quotations from variou.s newspapers, such as the Los

17 Ib1d., XII (October, 1925), p. 1.

Angeles Times, Buffalo (5.. Y.) Times, the New York Sun, the
Kansas City Star, and others.

It should be added that after

the paid commercial advertising stopped, this was the only
advertisement carried in the Monthly.
In another frame of mind, Howe championed William Randol.tlh Hearst in his assaults on public men and said that
ttHearst is the boldest of reformers and demands the most for
the peop1e,n18 after reading some of Hearst's editorials.
Other authors whom he admired were Dorothy Thompson, Ring
Lardner, George Jean

Nathan~

and H. L. Mencken.

Howe admitted

his indebtedness to William Allen White for fine examples in
the field of writing and journalism.
did not quite agree on style. 19

At times Howe and White

Another Kansan whom Howe

quoted was J. E. House, then mayor of Topeka, who wrote for
the Topeka Capital. 20

In ke:eping up with reporting the

daily news, be said that he considered the Associated Press
the best news gathering organization in the world. 21

A great many times in the Monthly, Howe had expressed
his admiration for H. L. Mencken, then editor of The Amerj..can
Nercury:
I find it very inconvenient to get along without
The American Mercurj[ •••• Its contents may not always be
18Ibid. , VIr (JLIDe, 1918), p. 1.

191E.!.9._ , IX (February, 1921), p. 2.
20Ibid. , IV (October, 1918) , p. 1.
21 Ibid., VIII (April, 1919) , p.

L~.
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of vital moment but are always interesting. The
editors ••. are occasionally mistaken but always vigorous,
original and pleasing in thei~ mistakes. Most of their
contributors write like them. 2
In expressing his approval of the magazine that Mencken
edited, Howe also had some criticisms of Mencken which he
published in the Monthly.
H. L. Mencken refers to Ralph Waldo Emerson as
senile. This is purely unfair, impolite abuse. No
other American has written so well as Emerson.
IvIr. Hencken's unjust ref'erence to Emerson is to deny
the New England contention that Emerson was as great as
Nietzsche. So far as talent is concerned, the two men
were much alike, the marked difference between Emerson
and Nietzsche is that one was a gentleman and the other
was not. Em.erson expressed Nietzscbe's thoughts in a
cleaner way.
So far as I am a student of any writer, I am a student
of Nietzsche. I admire his grea.t ability as a writer,
his tremendous intelligence and information; his
naturalness, which many call meanness. But I do not
recall an absolutely new idea he expressed.
Th e work of both Nietzsche and Emerson was mainly
defense of the work of men who had written~ . long before.
I hope H. L. Mencken, a corporal in the literary
war, does not imagine he says anything new. He is
merely defending some ideas and abUSing some others.
The older leaders said nothing new, certainly their
disciples have not. 2 3
As has been previously stated, Howe was almost as constant a reader as he was a writer, so had read and studied
Mencken's books, especially The Infernal Feminine and The
Virtue of Cowardice, in which Mencken had attacked wom.en and
marriage and taken a journalistic swing at Christobal Pankhurst and the Su.ffragette Movement.

rvIencken condemned the

women who followed the vermillion path, had illicit love
22Ibid~, XII (July, 1924), p. 2.

23-1 b id., XII (A.
-I 192c)
L~pr~,
:;J, p • 3
•
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affairs, and appeared in the haunts of vice.

Since so much

of Howe's writings were expressions of indignation against
actions of wom.en of which he did not approve, and more
especially vice and wrongdoings of all kinds, the two editors
had a great common meeting grownd QPon which they bad like
feelings.
Howe read The Philosophy of Frederick Nietzsdlt by
Nencken and quoted excerpts from it in his Honthly..

This

knowledge of Mencken1s books, added to the fact that Howe
was a student of Nietzsche and quoted his works so freely,
gave Howe and Mencken another ground of mutual interest.
Howe had admired Ivlencken so mu.ch, he decided to visit him in
New York one year enroute home from Florida. 2 4

It was at this time that George Jean Nathan and Mencken
were editing The American
his hotel room.
bachelor,

Merc~ry,

so Howe invited both to

From his writings and being a confirmed

]..~encken

supposedly did not like women.

definitely a woman hater.

Nathan was

At any rate, Howe introduced them

to Adelaide and they were both very nice to her, but she was
hustled out of their sight by Howe. 25
Howe

wrote about his visit wi th

published it in the

~ontply.

~'1encken

in New York and

He said that he had been pleased

to meet the great critic and converse with him in a language
24Ibid., VII (February, 1918), p. 1.

25 Ibid •

that he could understand.

Seemingly they both enjoyed their

short personal meeting.
I lencken also wrote an article about his visit with Howe
J

which was published in the Smart Set, so Howe quoted that in
the Honthl:y.

jylencken was "so pleased to find a Kansan inter-

ested in literature and proclaimed it as great a feat as the
man who originally harnessed a sheep and a hyena together. n26

Then r,1encken went on to say! nDespite a novel and several
travel volumes, he maintains that rum is a viper, that women
who smoke

sho~ld

be licensed ••• and what the country needs is

not less Pu.r itanism but more. tt27

commendable, he went on:

Two things about Howe were

"HoW'e had mastered the trick of'

putting his writing into graceful American, and that he is an
absolutely honest man, one of the few in the whole United

States. n 28
Later on that year, Howe quoted l"lencken again to the
effect that Mencken, being a bachelor, claimed that women

did not cook well in their homes.
claiming that because Mencken

Howe rose to their defense,

liv~d

in hotels, he could not

be considered a good judge, and offered him a dozen girls
aroltnd Atchison who were good cooks.

Howe claimed that

Mencken t-Jas really ignor.ant of good women, having lived all
26 Ibid., VIII (March, 1918), p.

27Ibid.
28 Ibid •
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of his lite in eltles. 29
In keeping himself and his readers up-to-date on
Mencken's activities, Howe wrote later.
Mr. Mencken is now writing a weekly syndicated
1etter •••• He has unnsual opinions and expresses them
violently.. Readers of different newspapers are
writing protests and editors timidly defending him ••••
Mr. Mencken's wit is , so keen, and his ability as a
writer so great, I do not believe he need use an
exaggeratlon •••• I . hope the newspapers will conttnne
to print his weekly feathre, als Q that he will heed
such protests as are reasonable. j O
For years before these remarks about the syndicated eolumn,
they had been mutually admiring the writings of each other.
The two drew verbal swords over the stand which each
took for business men.

Menoken attaaked the business men of

the nation in an artie1e in Pearson's Magazine in which he
contended tbat the average bu.siness man was "childish."
objected to this statement.

-

Howe

-

He agreed that ttthe average

business man was thoo.ght to be inferior but actut;lly they were
not as tricky and mean as they were thougbt to be."3 1

Howe

claim.ed that bl1siness men were misrepresented and sa.id so in
his Monthly, so Pearson's devoted two full pages of scorn to
Howe in its January 1919 issue, in which its editor said:
"Howe wri tea as if ••• he had as mucb right to his own opinion

as Mr. Meneken has to his. It

SQ Howeoonte:nded, ['Well, in the

29~., VII (Oetober, 1918) , p. 3.

3 l Ibid. ,

30Ibid. ,

XII (Febru.ary, 1926) , p. 1.
VII (November, 1918) , p. 2.
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name of high heaven, have I not?

Have not the plain people

the same right to opinions as the writers have?n32
Evidently their relationship became more friendly again
for in January the next year, Howe wrote in the Monthly that

1t1'1encken has been making a collection of my writings and with

my consent will have them issued by a NeW' York publisher. 1t 33
As a result of Mencken's interest in Howe, arrangements were

concluded and Ventures

~

Common Sense was published.

But then Howe had a surprise for both Nathan and Mencken,
when he wrote that
••• two tremendous fellows who criticize us common people,
and who have entree to one of the famous New York magazines, frequently criticize my taste •••• l have a joke
on Mencken. The book of mine for which he wrote an
introduction .( and it is the best pa.rt of the book) was
reprinted in London and the London publisher didn't ~
for ~. Mencken's introduction, in fact wrote one-of his
own.3It
vJhether the new introduction was liked or not, Howe came back

at Mencken again, when he said that
H. L. Menoken is a notorioQsly rough writer; what he
doesn't say in disparagement of the common people no
one has ever thought of in private thinking;
Yet I hear no more abuse of him than I hear of those
writers who are forever payi~g us compliments we

notoriously do not deserve.3~

Yet Howe felt that some consideration wa.s due Menoken.

He had

complained to his readers that he had a house full of books
32Ibid., VII (January, 1919), p. 1.

33 Ibid • , VIII (January, 1920) , p.
34 Th_ida J XII (April, 1927) , p. 1.

35 Ibid • ,

XII ( April, 1928) , p. 2.

4.
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and magazines and often had nothing to read that was interes ting and challenging to his thoughts.

So he directed tbe

following to those who wanted something to read:
all

be~ore

"I advise

quitting reading to try The American Mercury.

All

contributors to the Mercury try to write like Ha La Mencken,
the editor, who has done mQch to give respectable paganism a
place in respectable modern life. tt36
Then Howe told his readers f'urther about other magazines
and advised that they read the Atlantic:

••• 1 read a good many magazines having discovered that
newspapers do not dare discuss qQestlons •••• The only hope
o~ improving our morals, literature, art~ is to somehow
indQce the newspaper men to better appreciate the importance of modesty, truth, and the possibility of in~rove
ment in hwnan life by simple methods;
I have often suggested that the makers of newspapers
meet in convention, and solemly discuss their great
responsibility with a view of doing better work without
the loss of circulation, profit or influence; and at the
same tim~7do more toward properly educating their
readers. j
So it was with real enthLlsiasm that Howe entitled a column in
his lYlonthly, nThe Battle of the Ink Horns, II in praise of
Mencken:
I confess to admiration for the writing o:C H. L.
Hencken, editor of ~he American Nercur.:y. Of all our
radical 'vriters he is the only one who attacks with
real gusto, and believes his charges are approved by
the intelligence, propriety and the saints ••••
r dislike Bishop Cannon (of the Nethodist Church)
and do not admire him. IJir. Nencken has no uneasy
conscience; he is as bold in assailing the Bishop as
the Bishop is in assailing Nencken and other sinners;

36 Ibid ., XII (September, 1929), p. 3.
37Ibid., XII (January, 1930), p. 2.
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if Heneken could he wQLtld burn the Bishop at the stake
for the common good.3 o
This attack on Bishop Cannon was over prohibition, which IVlencken
said was detrimental to the nation.
vie~T

Bishop Cannon Qpheld the

that prohibition was good, so in a column entitled,

ttAnother Plea for Justice tt Howe quoted from The American
Mere url again:
H. L. Mencken, said by many to be our best writer,
delightfully abuses Bishop Cannon in the American Bercury,
62 which he is editor.
By his fanatical and unfair advocacy of prohibition,
Bishop Cannon bas caused millions to cordially dislike
him. Are such not entitled to the joy of fanatical
abuse of him? I~r. Ivlencken is unfair, but no more so than
the Bishop has always been. I oppose prohibition for
no other reason than that I believe it to be a poor
temperance measure, and that we are almost hankru~ting
the nation in ineffective attempts to enforce it.j9

These were the days of "speakea.sies," "rum runners," and
umoonshine liquor, It lrlhen there was illega.l transportation and
consumption of intoxicants by the American people.
Howe delighted in quoting Mencken at almost every
opportunity, so wrote
Some years ago a bright magazine editor named H. L.
Mencken, started a. department called uAmerlcana,t'
devoted to the absurdities of Americans. I was ashamed
to read it, it so faithfully recorded American actions
la.cking in intelligence. Since Hencken established
uAmericana,tt a smart weekly called ~ has become a
success, and prints tbe American record boldly, truthfully and fairly, and I'll be cursed if it doesn't
remind me of "Americanatt in Nenc lien t s old and wars t
Smart ~ days. }·I·O

38Ibid., XII (Harch, 1930)" p. 1.

39 Ibid ., XII (January, 1931), p. 3.

L~OIbid., XII

(February, 1931), p. 3.
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Howe also reported that a piece written by Mencken suggested
getting rid of farmers, in order to reduce the cost of living,
improve politics of the country, and have a good effect upon
religion.

Howe wrote that "He took no part in the controversy

or any other silly one noW' going on. n41
Having ftvTitten previously about Mencken I s bachelorhood,
distrust, distaste, and hatred of women, Howe published this:
I have heard that Mr. Mencken, long a bachelor is
now very happily married, and have it on good authority
from a mutual friend that encken is now the politest
and most cheerful man in America. His infdvmer was
quoted as saying: ttl have never seen a grea.ter cha.nge
in a man.1t Howe asked his informer what ri~rs. llli encken
did to please her husband? It seems ·t;hat his secret of
happiness was due in part to :i'1rs. Hencken l sold-fashioned
art of baki~g home-made bread, and other old-fasbioned
qualities. 4

It was quite ironic that Howe did not find out about the
marriage until the IIlIenckens celebrated their second wedding
anni vers ary.

When the retirement of Hr. Mencken was announced, Howe
had two different articles in the same issue of his Monthlz

in defense of his prejudines:

I know it is a sin to admire the vigorous writing of
Nr. Mencken, but I confess to rather liking him, and
deeply regret his retirement as editor of The American
}JI ercury.
He it was who clearly pointed out the danger of
prohibition ••• and its certainty to result in moral
deteriors.tion •••• Thirty-three states have already voted
on the question or getting rid of prohibition ••••

4lIbid~, XII (April, 1932), p. 3.

42~., XII (October, 1932), p. 3.
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Howe loved praise of himself and his r,,'l onthly, so called
to the attention of his readers this tribute to all the Howe
writing family by 1iilliam A. White, of the Emporia Gazette,
which he

rep~inted

in his magazine.

White first told about

Howels children, Jim (famous war correspondent), who was in
many strategic news spots allover the world when ' momentous
events took place; Gene, famous editor of the Amarillo (Texas)
Globe; and Mateel Howe Farnham, n a novelist of distinction, It
all three first class writing people.

ThEJl he wrote this

praise of Howe:
Ed Howe has been the most important literary figure
in the western liIississippi Valley for fifty years •••• Ed
Howe was in revolt before H. L. Mencken went to kindergarten. He was a realist in the days of W. D. Howells.
He wrote mercilessly but beautifuILly in Atchison when
the great Russians were his contemporaries in the
latter quarter of the last century.
But that isnlt the point. The point is that the
old bull begot his kind. Jim, Gene, and Matesl. He has
put his mark on them. He has given them his brains and
his distinction. He has proved the worth of heredity.
~~hat an old bLlll he is! 46
Just below White I s quotation, the Hold bull rt made these
comments:
It has been said I have been a revolutionist fifty
years. I have never been in revolt against anyt hing
accepted by reasonably intelligent and decent people as
common sense or good morals. I have displayed no
radicalism except in begging the people to remember the
good lessons taught them as children by parents: the
good lessons taught them in their reading, in their
attendance on schools and cburches. I have never
uttered a word against industry, fairness, temperance,
good citizenship, or education. I believe in civilization, and that reasonably good citizens (always in the

~_6Ibid.,

XII (October, 1932), p. 3.
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majority in the total population)., should maintain it
over a minority now exhibiting the worst case of wrong
~~~i~~c~a7wrong acting in the long history of the
The Honthly was published only aboLlt one year after
this effuB i ve, but vIell meant and well des erved tri buts to
Howe and his children by

~lilliam

A. White, who was the ttdean t1

of Kansas editors at that time.

These many years of intensive reading after his retirement from the newspaper permitted Howe to read many books.
From this reading he wrote reviews and cr! t.icisms for h i s
l"lonthl,.I and endeavored to enlighten his readers.

He also had

the inner satisfaction of finally achieved another life-ling
ambition, to read books of his choiee.

Howe bad many literary acquaintances and friendships
and had sent out his indignations and thoughts for twentythree years, a remarkable feat for any person.

Besides writ-

ing the Monthly, he also wrote for several national magazines,
prodLlced his autobiography, and traveled to Florida every
winter.
Perhaps his final conclus ion on. 1i terat~ure was written

some time before the last edition of the :Honthly:

fl~Everything

worth saying has been said; the only hope of literature is
saying old worth-while things in a different way. t48
47Ibid.

L~8Ibid., XII

(Nay, 1926), p. 1.

CHAPTER IV
HOHE'S ATTITUDES

TO~iA.RDS

HARRIAGE

AND~~OHEN

Edgar Watson Howe and Clara L. Frank were married in

1875 while Howe was part-owner of the Golden Globe in Golden,
Colorado.

He had met Miss Frank while workin g on the Falls

City, (Nebraska) fres_B, but had left for Golden after becom-

ing engaged to her.

They had met at some of the church and

musical entertainments in the small town of Falls City.

He

had to borrow money to return for the wedding.
Clara Frank had come west with her parents from Philadelphia, where she bad had a musical education and attended
an eastern girls' school.

Sbe waB six years older than Howe,

and quite refined and very religious.

Howe was one of what he claimed were the ttplain people tt

descended from a long line of them and cared nothing for his
ancestry.

His religious experiences were gained from travel-

ing with his father who was a "circuit-rider, It but he never
joined any church, because he was never asked.

His father

waS a widower -with two children before he ma.rried Howe's

mother, Elizabeth Irwin Howe.

Howe's formal education ended

at the country school when he was put into his father's pl"int
shop when he was about twelve, where he learned to spell
correctly setting type. 1
lHowe, Plain People,

£E. cit., pp. 1-18.
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In his autobiography, Plain People, Howe frankly
admitted that be had left his heart in Falls City when he
went to Golden.

He knew he could afford the intended

marriage because he was not earning enough money, but the
date was set.

The wadding was a success, complete with all

the details of any romantic setting, nothing was omitted.

Howe invited his father, and to his surprise, Henry Howe was
present.

After a three-day honeymoon in Atchison, the Howes
returned to Golden and lived at the hotel.

He worked nights

at job printing to earn enough to buy a home where their
first; child was born.

Then he lost the house when he sold

his partnership to his hal,f -brother, Jim, and went back to
Falls City.
After a second stretch of employment as printer with his
former editor at Falls City, there was a

dlsagreem~nt,

so he

took the stage to Atchison and started his paper there in

1877.

Mrs. Howe and the family remained behind with her

parents until Howe was financially able to sQPport them in
Atchison.

He had had a bitter taste of financial troubles so he

economized until he oould send for his family, which by this
time included t,-.TO more children. 2
Less than a year after Mrs. Howe and the family moved to
Atchison, the two oldest children died within one week of
diphtheria.

The rival publishers of the two small papers were

2Ibid., pp. 120-132.
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very kind to the Howes and he recalled, nOne of the editors
calling and offering to assist in burying my children ••• • lrJe
had been bitter enemies, bat he forgot it in his desire to
be of assistance in a time of trouble.")
Howe's first real taste of success came in Atchison,
where his Globe was well received.

He soon became friends

with everybody in town, especially after one rival paper
failed, and he bought the other one out.

Two more children

were born to help fill the void in "their hearts left by the
deaths.

They were able to move to a larger home, had four

servants and were considered a quite prosperous family.
Everything was not as serene and peaceful as it appeared,
however.

Mrs. Howe became more and more involved with the

children, neglecting Ed.

He was thoroughly engrossed with

his writing, editing, publishing, job printing, and the
children irritated him.

Howe's son Gene, wrote this about

the home situation:

boyhood

UMy

a nightmare.

was

upbraiding mother most of the time.

Father was

She was often crying

openly or trying to hide her tears. tt4
The parents had their religious differences also.
was an atheis t, while IVIrs. Howe was very religious.

Howe

Gene

recalled that the question of Sunday Sc,hool for the children
3E. vJ. Howe, "What Life Has Taught Me,u Collier1s, LXXV
(January 10, 1925), 25.

4uene A. Howe,

~. £!!., p. 25.
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always provoked his father1s wrath which increased with the
years.

He also believed that a child should be quiet and not

expect anything more than the necessities of life.

Mrs. Howe,

whose ideas were more moder.n, believed that a child should be
encouraged to develop in a free, uninhibited manner.

The

children became increasingly annoying as they grew older and
displayed the independence of spirit that he had bred into
them. 5
Ruth Brune, in her study, interviewed relatives, friends,
and neighbors of the Howes in Atchison.

The general con-

sensus of opinion was that there were differences between the
Howes resulting from the children, religion, housekeeping,
entertaining, and his personal literary ambitions. 6
Because of these dissentions, the relationship between
the parents became so estranged that Howe did not speak to
his wife in the home.

It was then that he and Gene moved to

a small house on the back of the lot and Mrs. Howa filed
sult for divorce on grounds of abandonment.
Howe wrote in his autobiography that

tt A

gentleman in

good society might not tell his side of a controversy with a
lady •••• Our divorce was a success •••• There was no scandal
and our separation improved
an amoWlt

Otlr

lives. u7

He had agreed upon

that he would pay and performed his part of the

5Brune,

.2E,. cit., p.

422.

-

6 Ibid., pp. 427-433.
7Howe, Plain People, ,2£. cit., p. 278.
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eontract punetually.

His relationship with his father-in-

law continued so friendly that it was noted in the Kansas
press. 8

Ho we' s attItude in his auto biography was that his dl vorce

caused him his greatest regret, but was tbe best tor both of
them.

He wrote that he was actQally a sentimental man,

although he had been accused of being a woman hater, and had
always been able to get along with women except as a husband.
At the time he wrote Plain People, be stated that they had
not seen each other for twenty-rive years, and that the1r
relationship bad been very genteel; all bitterness had
disappeared. 9
At the time of the divorce Howe was prosperous enough
to snpport his family we'll, but seemed to resent these

additional financial burdens.

Brune says that, UOut of Ed.

Howe's frustration as a result of his home situatiQn

e~e

his literary sllceess ••• the disillu.sioned husband and fatber
decided to unburden his heart in fiction. HlD
.....

Despite the fact that Howe prospered, be resented some
of the family responsibllities he had acquired.

This 1s

reflected in these words on marriage:
Marriage 1s undoubtedly good for' the average man,
not because marriage helps him, but because it enables

8 Ibid. , p. 279.
9~.J pp. 279-2.80.
lOBrune, £E..

ill·,

p.

452.
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him to help others; including a wife and children, and
his wife I s kin. Marriage steadies a man; gives him so
much to do that he begins to realize the meaning of the
word hustle •••• He is benefited ••• by responsibilities,
by punishment; by giving aid; by haVin~ so much to do
that he has little time for devilment. 1
The situation in which Howe lost those people most dear
to him left him a most unhappy man, according to Gene.
changed for all the Howes.

Life

About two years after the separa-

tion, Mrs. Howe moved to a smaller home (1903), and Gene
his father returned to the large one.

and

It was at this time

that Adelaide, the daughter of his brother Bruce, who lived
next door, took over the housekeeping duties for her uncle.
Sbe not only made her home with Howe, but was his traveling
companion on his trips to Florida, and he took her on a trip
around the world after her graduation. l2
It would seem to this writer that the loss of his family
d,!d embitter Howe, although he

W'aB

too proud to admit it.

The fact that he had never been able to bend and sway his
wife and children to his will made him feel like he was
defeated 1n being the master of his household.

Through all

this turmoil and upset, he often had fits of depression and
sleeples s nights.

n At

work he had to be ci vil to all ••• at

home he relaxed his politeness and never spoke to anyone
except when necess ary, 1113 according to Gene.

l~onthly., IV (September, 1914), p. 2.
12Howe , Plain People, £E. cit., pp. 271-277.
13Gene Howe, .2£.

ill.,

pp. 44-45.
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1rJhen Howe began his 1-1onthly one of his most controver-

sial subjects was women, how they influenced politics, religion,

COlllltry

gossip, prohibition, and suff'rage.

Writing

about Carry Nation and the prohibition movement, he said:
The late Carry Nation, a world heroine in the
estimate of some, was no more than a vulgar female
rowdy. Her record as a woman, citizen, was low. She
was big, raw-boned, unlovely, a poor housekeeper, and
disliked by most of her neighbors. In marrying she
was compelled to take a drmlkard; the sober, promising
men wouldn't have her. The world makes many r~diculous
blunders in choosing its heroines and heroes. 1 4

The Suf:f\rage :rvIovement was in full swing after World liar

I when he began the early years of the Monthly.

It was at

this time that demonstrators, agitators, and pickets descended
on Washington.

The result was that the Congress enacted the

Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution in 1919, and the
next year it was accepted by a majority of the states.

Expressing himself' about sllf'frage, be said that

u~vomen

lose

some of their womanly charms in business and public life and
the Suffrage agitator loses most" and most rapidly. n15

After

the women actua.lly had the vote" Howe declared that he "be-

lieved it to be one of the most glaring mistakes in our
progressive world. nIb
Howe was so opposed to women in public office that he
suggested that there should be a committee appointed to

14Monthly, XII (July, 1933), p. 2.

l5 IQ1d.,

IV (November, 1914), p.

l6~., X (July, 1921), p. 3.

4.
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investigate the kitchens of suffragettes, especially those
who urged cleanup campaigns in dairies, creameries, and
grocery stores. 17

He also wrote that he opposed everything

advocated by women's clubs and fOlUld that he was right more
than tl..Jo-thirds of the time .18
Howels son Gene also wrote:

philosophy was women.

ttThe other weakness in his

He believed that men and women had

become enemies ••• he believed a girl should have but one
engagement and one marriage •.• no 'p awing over.

,n 19

Since Howe almost always had some column, quip, saying,
or aphorism about women in the Honthly, these are typical
quat at ions:

Women are gentler than men; they are mo~patient,
but not so fair. The fairest human is an old man, who
beginning with good intelligence, bas fortified it with
experience, education and age ••••
Women have more prejudices than men, tbe~ cannot
see the truth quickly ••••
If wort1en ruled the world as unquestiona.bly as do
the men" I very much doubt that they would be as .fair
to men as the men are to women. The men have always
controlled the courts, the armies, and every other
element of strength; yet women have every right they
should have. Men have made severe laws punishing
themseoves for of'fenses against lNomen, and enforce
them. 2
I do not recall seeing in print a candid, fair,
discussion of women: ~~ays they are abused or praised
more than they deserve.

l7..ills!. , IV (February, 1915) , p.

4.

l8 Ibid ., XI (February, 1923) , p. 2.
19 Gene Howe,

,2£.

2~1onthll'

(February" 19l,5), p. 1.

V

.ill. ,

p.

45 .

2l..ills!., XII (September, 1923), p. 3.
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More of Howe's attitudes toward women are reflected in
several of his famous aphorisms, taken at random from the
Monthly:
A woman who refuses to be a woman, and can't be a
man, is the most useless of her sex.
Women are always shocked at misconduct; but a thin,
elderly spinster is shocked a little more tban anyone
else.
I

it.

admit women have the worst of it; but natare did

A Suffragette is never much good in a love affair.
The prettiest woman in the United States many men
say, has her picture on the silver dollar.
At once time Howe confessed:

liThe strongest suggestions

of heaven in my life have come from the tenderness and love
of women, tt23'as he grew older.

Without much question he was

referring to Adelaide, his niece, who had been his housekeeper
and companion for so many years and to the mother of his
children.
In one issue he wrote that:

I have long been a slave to women, but in old age,
confess my chains have not always been heavy. Frequently
they have been light, and of gold. Altogether I've had
a rather good time in jail. My keepers have usually
been gracious as well as good looking, and while I have
been threatened some I've survived my dis~ters rather
comfortably. 26
.
So as Edgar Watson Howe concluded his writing, he had lost
some of his bitterness toward women.

He had admitted that

25Howe, It\ibat Life Has Taught Me," ~. cit., p. 25.
2611onthly., XII (October, 1933), p. 3.
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all 111 feeling toward his wife had long since disappeared.
Ironically he survived her by a few months, after having
been divorced from her tor thirty-five years.

To Adelaide

he was indebted for her household management and eompanionship tor almost an equal length of time.

She cared fGr him

1n his last illness and has survived him a number of years.

CHAPTER V '

HOWE'S PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE AND VIEWS ON RELIGION
In considering all of the aspects of the life of Edgar
Watson Howe, one must remember he was the prodQct of another
generation wben there was a much greater stress on all
Christian principles taught to children.

He was the son of a

minister and raised in a Christian home. by a mother who had
both financial and emotional problems after his father left.
Without admitting it, Howe bad absorbed a great deal of
Christian teaching as a boy from both parents.

All his life,

he believed in doing the right and honorable thing in all
situations.

This is an example of his thinking on the sub-

ject of morality:
I rum contending for a morality that is simple, easy
and effective. Be polite, fair and industrioQs, and
use the experiences of otbers so abundantly available,
and you will at once be benefitted without waiting for
the success of any particular movement which will
probably b long delayed; no waiting for others to be
converted. 1

Howe told his readers that he conformed to every true,
fair, sensible, decent principle of life and realized that
he did not live up to all of them.

But he accepted

m~d

respected these principles and earnestly tried to conform.
He admitted to being just one o.f the itPlain People u and if

IMonthly, V (Augus t, 1915), p.

71

4.
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he was prejudiced or ill-informed, that fact should attract
no great attention.

In a paragraph entitled ttSimplicity of

Thinking, n he wrote that

U

It 1s also important that you be

polite and fair in your thoughts •••• lf you do not know this,
learn it from me. tt2
Howe editorialized and advised his readers continually
on good behavior, industry, thrift, and morals.

Some of his

homely philosophies were really not original, but handed
down through the years from Proverbs, Poor Richard's Almanac,
and the many philosophic treatises which be read.
his admonitions to his

fello~

Most of

men were time-worn sayings,

re-worded and stated with a slightly different twist.

They

were pithy and succinct, however, and showed much thought
on his part.
He praised every thing and everybody of whom he approved:
writers, people in the news, successful enterprises, and
political figures.

At the same time he railed constantly

against impudences, voodooism, rarfles J insults, airplanes,
failures of common sense, half-wits, dishonesty, the Stillman case, barba.rism, women, religion, the Lindbergh kidnaping, Congress, foreign intrigues, and politicians who did
not uphold his ideas of sOlIDd government.

He expressed the

idea that ltMen have lived a long time, and acquired about
all the knowledge that 1s possible.

The really discreditable

thing in their history is that they have not reached the age
2Ibld.
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of reason. ll3
From the beginning of his Monthly he actually ran the
gamut of everything pablished in newspapers, magazines and
periodicals, and books and made comments on or about them in
writing copy for his magazine.

He strove to impress the

truths of life upon his readers repeated in various forms in
m.any different ways.

tllde toward life:

These (rJ'ords

Sllm

up his personal atti-

"The greatest thing in the world:

a

little common sense, combined with a little politeness, a
little fairness, and a little industry.

A little of each

will carry a man a long way in the right dlrectlon. u4
Howe also expressed himself volubly against practices
of which be did not approve.

For years he was against "the

Boy Scouts and Y. M. C. A., mainly because they existed on
charitable funds provided by others.

He always believed that

people should work for their privileges and pleasures.

He

was particularly explosive in his writings against the women
who solicited for ttThe Poor, ti in general and corner grocery

stores in the name of organized cbarities, which was in
direct opposition to his theories on thrift and industry.
wrote this:

He

HThe greatest fallacy of all time is that the

poor man need do nothing to help

hi~elf;

that the reformers

will take care of him by means of resolutions and conventions •••• I know the poor rrom the inside, having been one of

3 Ibid ., XII (August, 1925), p. 1.

4Ibid .,

IV (September, 1914), p.

4.•
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them. 5
He philosophized and partie.lly explained bis actions in
giving so much advice and said he lived in the hopes of
becoming a gentleman and give none at all.

He said that in

his own affairs he tried to back up his bets with all available experience and judgment and would thereafter hold his
peace until there was another occasion for mental exercise. 6
The Monthly was continued with a great deal of the same
form of writing, namely, personal essays, editorials, book
reviews, history, and his views on politics.

His personal

views on news events were always a few weeks late because of
the publication dates.
Throughout all the years Howe used as fillers, many short
one-, two-, or three-line sayings, or aphorisms, and occasionally a short article upon good bebavior, fair dealing, thrift,
industry, and all the principles of life that he felt like
keeping in the minds of his readers which every man must
practice in order to become a success.

A great many of these

were short and pithy sayings, succint and clever.

Editors

of other newspapers, national as well as regional, quoted
Howe freely in their daily and weekly newspapers.
These examples, chosen at random, follow:
People are already too shiftless:
further encourage them.
5Ibid.

J

VII (November, 1918), p. 3.

6Ibida, XII (February, 1925), p. 1.

it is a crime to
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A man will give himsel f more good advice than he
will take.
Socialism is the world's greatest demand for special
privilege.
The world has stopped work to discuss things and
fight about them. (In September, 1918)
The first step to being wise is to know that you
are ignorant.
The only gambling tip which amounts to anything is
to keep oat of the game.
Every man has a weak side he should watch with
particular care: his strong side will take care of itself.
Freight cars have capacity marked on each.

What is

your capac! ty?

A man is not only sensitive about his age; he nearly
always lies about it.
The good things in life are never as good as you
expect them to be but they are a whole lot better than
the bad things.
W"hen you put your foot in it, take it out as Boon as
possible, and keep very quiet a. long time.
Every man throws a rock noW' and then that he would
like to have back in his hand.
One reason yOllllg people think they have so many
friends is that they never need them.
Mankind makes no mista.ke more serious than his disposition to exaggerate the pow-er of the mind over the
power of the body.
Blind worship of any old myth or hero is a bad habit
modern roen should avoid.
You are probably here because of the bad luck of
your parents; the chances are seven in ten they didn't
want you.

If you are determined to go to the Devil, reach him
as soon as possible, and cease to be a problem to your
relatives and your neighborhood.
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We are a great people to lock the door after the
horse is stolen.
Everyone creeps up to the edge of hell occasiona.lly
and looks over; but fortunately most people stay on the
safe side. Playing around the edges results in ~Twhat
we call gossip. Be extremely cautious in playing around
the edges. Frequently an unfortunate falls into the
cauldron because of bad luck.
Howe became in bis time and age the master aphorist of
the Mid-West and perhaps of the nation.

He was not entirely

original in all of his wise sayings, but the majority reflect
principles of thrift, industry, and good behavior.
The journalistic art of creating

aphorisD~

1s to oon-

dense into a few selected words a wise or witty phrase or
sentence that becomes sim.ilar to a proverb, a maxim, an adage,
or more familiarly, an old ttsaw, n and is considered a talent.
Benjamin Franklin was a master of the aphorists in his time.
He garnered some of bis store from the Bible, some French
philosophers, and coined some of his own, which he published

in Poor Richard's Almanac.
Other writers who have used the aphorism to record some

of their wise thoughts were Emerson (of whom Howe was a
student), S aIntllel Langhorne Clemens, Henry b1heeler Shaw I and
Charles Farrar Brown.

Some of these men were public speakers

who used the aphorism as a witty saying to catch the attention of their audiences, or to quote as a parting phrase, in
tbe hopes of stimulating thought on the part of their
listeners.
Howels aphorisms belong to his later writings.

He came
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into literary prominence early in the 1880 l s with his first
novel, The Story of

~

Country Town, so different in type at

the time of its inception no New York publisher would accept
it.

Determined to see his work in print, Howe helped his

printer Kelley, set the type and together they printed it on
a hand press.

Later it was published in NeW' York and through

the years ran into dozens. of editions.

Howe also had other

np;v,e2.s published, travel books, a series of pamphlets and
Little Blue Books.

His aphorisms ware collected and published

in two books, Ventures in Common Sense and Countrl Town
Sayings and they were quoted from coast to coast by American
editors.?

When Howe retired from newspaper work he had the opportunity to satisfy his desire for reading the many, many bo'oks
he had never had time for previoQsly.

He selected literally

all kinds of books and treatises on philosophy and world-wide
religions were

Incl~ded.

In one issue he discussed India and the Hindu religion
and admired the brown men for their architecture, letters,
mathematics, and their creed.

In another issue he discussed

the Mohammedan religion and wrote this:

ttNo man could investi-

gate the Mohammedan religion without at once realizing its
abs urdi ty. n8

7Cargill, .2J2.. ill., p. 411.

~onthIY,

IV (May, 1914), pp. 2- 3.
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As to Howe's personal religion, it remains an enigma,
because he disputed himself in his writings on his personal
faith.

Since he waS noted for his outspoken expressions

he wrote these about Christianity and religion in several
issues:

vlhatever respect I have for the Church is ' for the
Catholic Church; and I am a Protestant. If the Christian
religion is true, it is the Catholic Church that is
making a tremendous effort to save it from destrLlction.
The Catholics are in dead earnest; the Protestants are
religious polltlcians.9
V/bat vie actually need is more simple, common sense,
and that isn't taught by religion. Religion's first
mis sion is to make a fool of a man; the first duty of a
religious man is to believe something he knows is not
true if he has ordinary common sense. 10
Such power as God has is due to fear. I never knew
anyone who loved God, or one who did not fear him.
Religion isn!t a love proposition; its groundwork is
fear. Millions of rogues are honest because honesty
pays .11

Howe's continual tirade

against religion was noted by

other editors and Howe published in the Monthly that the
Century Magazine (which sold for fifty cents), devoted six
pages in its May is s ue to E. 1\1' .. Howe t s Monthly (selling price

two cents).

Carl Van Doren was the editor at the time, and

Howe printed this quotation:

ttVan Doren spea.ks of my habit

of making confessions--of frankly speaking--so I will further
engage in it ... 12

Then he wrote that he was grateful that Van

9 Ibid., IV (November, 1914), p. 3.
lOIbid., V (rvlarch, 1915), p. 1.
llIbid. , XII (December,
12

1921..~) ,

p. 2.

Ibid .. , XII (April, 1923), p. 2.
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Doren unders tood what he was trying to do.

t1Van Doren is

kind enougb to say that while I do not believe in the dogmas
of religion, I acknowledge the good the church accomplishes. tt13
Howe wrote that he admired the Roman Catholic priests
for controlling their people better than the Protestants.
He also commended the Catholics for being opposed to anarcby
and socialism.

He showed his respect for the Catholic Church

and some of his plain co@non sense, when he

t~ote:

Catholicism is no religion for a free com1try. Note
how Catholics mind their priests! Protestantism is the
true religion in a rree cowntryl
Protestants pay
little rttentlon to pastors, sheriffs, policemen and
judges. 4Every now and then he had to get down to his own personal
religion.

He asserted his Protestant belief and his lack of

church membership when he wrot e :
I rum frequently found fault with because I am not a
Christian.
What do my critics recommend? I have examined the
evidence and cannot accept it. If I cannot find salva~
tion shall I be content with hypocrisy?
Quarreling abotlt religion is human .van! ty. Hell
persists largely because men w-ish such torment for
their enemies.
Religion adds a touch of hypocrisy to births, deaths,
marriages, ~hristeningsi and we love hypocrisy
devotedly.l.?
In an article in another, magazine, Howe expounded his

religious confessions which help explain the otherwise
l3Ibid.
l4Ibid ., XII (September, 1923), p. 3.

l5 Ibid ., XII (December, 1924), p. 2.
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irreligious attitQdes he professed:

I have long believed it is a very rare man who is
entirely irrellgious •••• Men do not accept the current
religious faith, bu.t they have faiths of their own ••••
Amost every man has a Deity of some kind; possibly it
is himself.
I would have no thollght of the future whatever;
such a thing is not in my mind, and therefore not
possible with me •••• ! have come to the concluslon •.• that
death ends all, and the subject has been dismissed
from my mind ••••
When. I .die I suppose I shall be buried with religious services, I shall leave no request on the subject.
Ii' the clergyman ShOllld say over my dead body, ttThis
man Ii ved without llS; let hi[Jl be buried without us, 11
I should admire him for it. 1b
Then he added the old Socratic idea that after death, the
good will be treated better than the bad, and said that he
sincerely believed in that theory.

Howe's son Gene, presented a different outlook on his
father's attitude toward religion and women in his article,
when he wrote about his unhappiness:

Why was he unhappy? Because my father was a
reformer: the call to save mankind was in him so strong
that it was lrresistible ••. he hated religion as a result
of his father's abandonment of his wife and a handful
of small children, so crusaded all his life against
women and religion.
He was the only editor in the United States who
blasted religion year in and year ollt, and survived the
oPPosition he created. Father never backed up an inch.
There were periods when he would subside, but he never
retracted or apologized, and when he had accumulated
fresh energy and hopes he would renew the combat ••••
Some who knew my father believed he attacked religion
because of the sheer joy of battIe ••• the biggest and
most powerful opponent in sight because be wanted a
fight worthy of his mettle. l '(
16E. W. Howe, nEd. Howe I s Religious Confes sions, n
Literary Digest, LXIII (December 6, 1919), 35.

17Gene Howe, 2£. £!i., pp. 25;

47.
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The rest of Gene's article told of their life together, how
his father was depressed the most of the time, and recoanted
their few happy days when they would go swimming and pichicking together.

In much of Howe's writings he recalled childhood
incidents on their westward trip on the wagon train, which he
remembered.

He had observed these sincere, honest people

and participated each evening with them in prayer services.

Their personal appearance impressed him and from those
memories he wrote these lines:
I see no people now who look as did those I saw then.
~he nearest I ever came to it was a dozen years ago,
when visiting Jerusalem, and attending a service in the
great Russian ch~rch. The poor people I saw there somehow reminded me of those I accompanied to the settlement on Big Creek •••• The intense rel1gioQs enthusiasm
was the srune, and everywhere around the Holy City, I
saw scenes read about in the Bible, the only book we
knew.
As time goes, my camp in the wilderness was but a
few days, as our old song went, for I lert home when
twelve years old, gradually to find a different world;
but in Jerusalem my ancestral wagons ~eemed to have
emptied into that vast congregation.l~
His son Gene, had more to describe about bis father's
very personal thoQghts:

My father called himself a materialist ••• insisted
that sentimentalism and emotionalism and Socialism
were menaces to progress and better llving ••• that
religion ~as the embodiment of the three of these. He
didn1t believe in any Supreme Being (an atheist) ••••
Never weakened in his last illness. 19
l8 E • W. Howe, "The Wagon and the West, Saturday Evening
Post, CXCVII (November 15, 1924), 125.

19 Gene Howe, 2£. cit., p.

45.
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Gene went on to say tha.t his father "did not seem to know
that his onslaughts against religion were a millstone around
his neck, that he was creating for himself handicaps that had
wrecked every other editor who had bQcked them."20
Howe had this to say in defense of himself when he was
accused of being irreligioas:

A writer once referred to me as a skeptic. I run not
Evidently the confusion
arose because this critic does not know his dictionary,
which says a skeptic is one who Uquestions or denies the
possibility of real knowledge. II The first principle in
my life is that real knowledge is so simple that anyone
may know the essentials. I have been a stQdent in the
school of experience more than half a century, and deny
nothing I have found to be true. 21
a skeptic, but a believer.

Another time he asserted his theories of life and religion
in these lines:
I have not, I never have had, and cannot have, a
theory of life transcending death. Such a theory is an
absurdity to me, and always has been •••• My religion is
to refine materialism, as the race has been doing for
thous ands of years •••• None of us make as much of life
as we might •• "•• We hamper ourselves in looking for
impossible good times. 22
Howe pointed OQt freqllently to the readers of his l'lonthl:y

that he was a stadent of the philosopher Frederick Nietzsche,

whose main idea expressed in two words, was self-perfection.
Howe observed finally that "My only religion is that the
better I behave, the better I get along. u23
20Ibid.
21 E •

vT.

Hot..re, ffConfessions of a Cornmon Man, Ii American

Magazine, XCV (June, 1923), 92-94.

22}lonthly., XII (January, 1926), p. 3.

23!2!.9.., XII (November, 1928), p. 1.

In conclusion, one may make his choice from Howels
writings aB to whether he was an agnostic who believes that

it is impossible to know God and all human knowledge is
limited to experience, or an atheist who denies the existence
of a Supreme Being.

He claimed to be a Protestant but held

no membership in a church, nor did he attend church services
except on an extremely rare occasion.
It should be remembered that Howe lived in a generation
when Christian teaching was a part of daily training in his
home and that influence should not be discounted.

In Howe t s

own home, however, religion was one of the main points of
contention between the Howes.

CHAPTER VI
HOWEIS SELF APPRAISAL AND ANALYSIS
Howe anticipated his readers' requests as to why he
wrote the Nonthly so told them that he issued it ttfor mental
exercise, as I frequ.ently cut wood for physical exercise.,,1
He also explained tbat while running his newspaper he had
had very little leisure, fretted about his health, been
critical of impolite people and believed that

Ha

man of my

age can not afford to ruffle his temper by frequent encounters
with fools, to say nothing of the danger of being whipped, so
I have run away from them. u2
He theorized that after quitting business any irritable

man became poll te and agreeable.

He believed that if a per-

son were to accomplish any good in this world, one must quit
talking, get away by himself and work without interruption.
Then a man was able to meet strangers

~oJ'ith

ease and polite-

ness, which was a commendable art.
As previously noted, the sub-heading on

~.

!.

Howe's

Monthly wa.s ll Devoted to Indignation and Information. HOne
September he informed his readers that "There is so much to
be indignant about this month that the information department has been suspended until next month. tt3
IMonthly., IV (June, 1914), p. 1.
2 Ibid •

3~., IV (September, 1914), p. 4.
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He had proposed
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previously to Itdig out information by patient reading of
books, condense and write it more forcibly to impress it on
my own mind" as well as the minds of my readers. n4
Howe wrote that he was free and independent to write

what be pleased, yet did not wish to write anything untrue
or foolish or offend good manners.

Itl

should be ashamed to

have it said that women and children may not properly read

vlhat I wri te !5
t

Some of his readers wrote him and objected to the way
he expressed some of his opinions.

To many of those he

replied openly in the Monthly thereby producing copy and
expounding further on a favorite or personal subject.
one of those he answered:

To

itI cannot send a paper for one

year and submit to abuse for 10 cents, so whoever writes me
a grumbling letter gets his money back and I do not see his
letter. u6

He also informed his readers that his country-

girl secretaries kept the most disturbing letters from him,
and that he had so many subscribers that he did not besita.te
to return their money. 7

He also s aid that he Ildid not

believe in attracting attention by fine writing, did not care

to fool or rob any man, and coveted no more pennies from the
poor than from the rich. u8
4Ibid. , IV (March, 1914) , p. 1.

5Ibid. , IV

(November, 1914) , p.

3.

6 Ibid. , IV (October, 19l4J:, p. 2.

7~., p. 3.
8 Ibid. , IV (July, 1914) , p. 1.
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In another issue he told his readers that he received
many letters of approval of his publication and added that
ana man deserves all the compliments he received about his
IJlonthly. u9

He prin ted the letters of comrllendation, hOHever,

partly for his own satisfaction and to bolster his ego, and
partly to counteract the complaints be received.

He also

needed to shoW' his readers that he did receive some compliments too, and never omitted any of the flowery phrases his
correspondents Qsed in his praise.
Howe also delighted in complimenting himself on occasion
and wrote that when his stomach and the roads were good, he

lectured for the benefit of libraries and chllrches at nearby
towns.

One article told about his recent visit to a

COID-

munity so he quoted their clipping in his paper; giving
credit to th@ Sabetha (Kansas) Herald:
We were delighted with him and enjoyed every minute
of his visit. This Howe man has neglected the greatest
opportunities for good of any of our acquaintances. If
he would unload his overstocked garret which contains
more good grey matter than any of my knowledge, and
make Potato Hill the rallying ground for all tbose
reforms that hope for a betterment of mankind, his name
would become a by-word of good and a blessing. IO
Periodically Howe announced that there wa.s so much to
be indignant about that he would suspend his information
department another month, probably in view of the fact he
kept getting disturbing letters.

He answered them this way:

9Ibid., V (August, 1915), p. 2.
lOIbid., IV (November, 1914), p. 3.
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I am a good natured man •••• I cannot afford to engage
in a useless controversy which would irritate me and
others. Therefore, if you want your dime back, say so;
but please say it politely. I will return your dime
cheerfully and will not send an insult with it. No
subscriber need fear I am not properly punished for all
my transgressions. ll
A man who thinks he is always right, and others
always wrong is apt to be a very industrious and offensive critic •••• Critics are rarely better than those
they criticize. A man who is noted for fairaess in his
own affairs will demand perfection from others, particularly from those who succeed better than he is
succeeding. 12
He requested his subscribers not to point out new things to
become indignant about" that he already had such a long list
that he could not attend to half of them.
Evidently he felt that he had praised himself too much
so he again became humble and wrote:

111 am. one of tbe Plain

People and if I am prejudiced or ill informed, the fact
should attract no great attention, what I say is what I have
been thinking in the backwoods, where truth does not reach me
in a copious stream. ttl3
these lines:

He accepted his share of blame in

"Most people find a great deal of fault with

others, but none with themselves.

I have always been dis-

posed to take my share of the general blame •••• lt doesn1t
satisfy me to comPhin about the conduct of others:
should improve my own. ,,14
llIbid., IV (October, 1914), p. 3.
12 Ibid ., IV (December, 1914), p. 1.
13 Ibid ., V (September, 1915) , p.

4.

14Ibid • , XII (February, 1925) , p. 1.

I know I
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Under the title, ttThe Sage of Potato Hill,lt Rowe again
expounded his personal theories:
I am neither sage nor philosopher; I knoW' only
simple things and in a long and active life have
encountered nothing else •••• I mow of no wonderful
thing except that so many reruse to punish themselves
unnecessarily: that so many fail when they might more
easily succeed •••• l know nothing anyone may not know
who keeps his eyes open, and accepts the results of
simple experience.
I knoW' a man cannot advance far with tlprigbtness and
politeness QQless he mixes with it as much clear common
sense as he c~ accumulate; but everyone knows that, so
I am no Sage. I;,
By this time, his Monthly was really the foremost publication

in his mind, as he continued writing for it in much the same
manner that be had previously.
In one issue he had a column on t'Purchased Friends, tt and

wrote to his subscribers quite frankly:
Ny little publication does not amollllt to much, but
it is absolutely on the dead square. I am in the pay
of no one, and I am not looking for a purchaser. I have
no other ambition than the printing of the simple,
decent truth, I have no masters, nor will have any.
I desire nothing beyond the privilege of being as
fair as an honest man should be, and opportunity to
express my opinions without asking the consent of any
master ••••
I hew to the line between the contending factions.
I am not an Iconoclast. I shoQld be ashamed to be one.
I should be ashamed to rant in a way so absurd and
untruthful as to ca.use the s u.spiclon to enter the minds
of honest men that some paymaster is doling out dollars
to me. And I wish to say again that I have no deSire,
and never will have, to exaggerate any thing QP because
it is popular or exaggerate it down because it 1s

unpopular. 16

l.5 Ibid ., V (April, 1916), p. 3.
l6 Ibid ., V (September, 1915) .. p. 2.
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He continued to answer letters from his critics in the
Monthly and each fall informed his readers of his Miami,
Florida, address where he would spend the winter.
there he would apologize occasionally:
read this issue.
I

While

Ifr advise you not to

It is a very poor one.

I

have not been

at 1 myself during the past month and the disa.bili ty may be

permanent. ltl7
At one time Howe announced that uThere has been considerable mean talk about me; but I thank the Lord I have
made it difficult for my enemies to prove the worst of it. nl8
He was accused in 1914 of having thousands of dollars in
steel bonds, an accusation which he denied emphatically.

He

said his present dividends were from life insurance policies
which he had slaved to pay premiums on for twenty years. 19
Subsequent issQes contained very much of the same kind
of articles.

His items were the carrent news, politics,

religion, and autobiographical sources.

His indignations and

observations on life filled many pages.

Howe often expressed

the wish. that people would always agree with him.

He had

letters from his readers which said, ttl sometimes agree with
you. U

He wrote this in reply:

My ideas seem so much
majority that I sometimes
for print.
But in criticizing my
that most writing is poor

at variance with those of the
think I am not fit to write
work, I beg of YOLl to remember
stuff •••• A certain New York

17Ibid~, XII (February, 1924), p. 1.

18~., XII (June, 1923), p. 3.
19 Ibid ., IV (August, 1914), p. 1.
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weekly lately came into my hands •••• I looked over this
weekly rather th
' oroughly without finding anything of
interest •••• So don't be too hard
me because my
writing is dull and ineffective. 2

sn

Howe was critical of his literary effonts and said this
in one issue:

ttl am a good writer (in my mind).

a piece to write, and like it, in fact, I

~

I think of

enthusiastic,

but by the time I get it on paper, I begin to have my doubts.
By the time it is ready for the printer, I am disgusted."21
Still being self-critical he wrote this:

ItSpeaking of writing.

I have never in my li.fe written anything tha.t suited me.
have in mind a

sin~le

I

form of expression, but before I get

around to it, I am disturbed by the appearance of a dust
rag. u22

Whether this was in jest at the cleaning woman or an

actual admittance that he was apologizing is guess work.
Referring to his indignation department mucb la.ter, he
wrote that he had been indignant for a long time without
accomplishing much, and would quit easily if a considerable
number of his readers agreed that he was tiresome. 23

He

kept up his usual preaching for good conduct, industry and
thrift, simple rules of 1ife J self-help, and respect for the
rights of others.

Each month 'he said that he resolved to

get out an issue that would be a wonder and then found that
he could not do it.

20Ibid. , XI (April, 1920) , p. 1.
2l Ibid • , XII (Jlllle, 1924) , p. 2.
22 Ibid ., XII (August, 1924), P .1.

23 Ibid • , XII (November, 1927), p. 1.
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Howe received many cancellations of subscriptions and
the commercial advertising almost disappeared from the
lVlonthly, but he published it regularly and attempted to make
it interesting.

He

q~oted

from other magazines, reviewed

books, and expressed his controversial vieW's on a hundred and
one subjects.

He answered more and more of his tlgrumbinglt

mail in his magazine.
His son Gene, wrote in his article that the JYIonthly
subscribers grew fewer, and that his fatherts scoldings and
protests did not sell the magazine.

He did feel that his

father never wrote a dishonest word in his life, that he
ttbelieved iroplici tly and wholly in every public and personal
article he ever penned •••• He dedicated his life trying to be
helpful to his fellow man. tt24

Howe admitted to his readers that the large portrait
of him published in the December 1926
He was then seventy-four years old.

iss~e

was a good one.

When he went to New

York the next year an honorary dinner was given for him.

He

published a long list of the notables who attended, including:

Bruce Barton, Bernard Ba.ruch, Arthur Capper, Irvin S.

Cobb, Homer Croy, Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Rube Goldberg, Ring
Lardner, Fontaine Fox, Rupert Hughes, Fannie Hurst, Grantland
Rice, Hendrick Van Loon and many others. 25
24Gene Howe,

£E. cit., p. 47.

25Hontbly, XII (April, 1927), p. 2.
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Edgar

atson Howe was honored by t'iashburn University,26

Topeka, Kansas, in :r-'Iay, 1927, and the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws was conferred on him at that time.

A large

picture of Howe in cap and gown was in the May issue.
pictures

or

Other

Howe and Adelaide in New York followed the

accotmt of the banquet.

Still another portrait. appeared in

1929.
Howe's autobiography Plain People ran as a serial in the
Saturday Evening Post and he published in the

from various reviewers about it.

Monthl~

comments

Howe also expressed himself

this way:

Since this publication does not pay expenses, I
today examined myself as to why I fool with it •••• I
suppose I neglected the Monthly while writing my autobiography •••• I shall try in the next two or tbree
months to do better: If I fai~, I will consider quitting. I have no wish to make myself specially tiresome
or ridicQlous in amusing myself •••• When I quit •••• the
publication ~ill cease appearing, and that will end
it.27

After so many years of publishing the Monthly, it must have
become tiresome, yet he probably hated to admit defeat.

In September 1932, he wrote:

iiI do not know how much

longer I will be here, It and commented that tithe news of the

day was not fit to print now. u28

Since he was then in his

eightieth year, he .felt that his life preachings against all

26~., XII (May.; 1927), p. 2.
27~., XII (September, 1928) , p. 1.
28 Ib1d • , XII (September, 1932) , p. 1.
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the things he had campaigned against had had no effect QPon
his readers or the hwnan race, so he ceased to rant and rave
as mllch, bQt wrote his r--Ionthly as a matte"r ;;of habit.
Some time previollsly, he had written and PQblished what
he said was his only prayer:

ftGive me health, and the power

Grant me appre-

to be reasonably fair, sensible and useful.

ciation of everything worthy and at the last day, an easy
death and oblivion. u29

Ironically, he sUffered a lingering

illness and was unable to write anything.

The oblivion he

prayed for has come true, insofar as few people today have
ever heard of Edgar Watson Howe.
In the final issue of the Monthly, Howe "confesses to
80 years of idleness, work, observation, mischief, wisdom,
folly.

~hat

have I found my most important job?

To con-

stantly strive to better manage myself, that I may increase
in efficiency in mind and body.u3 0

Then he admitted he was

weak and needed help from :the wise and ended his Monthly
after twenty-three years of publication.

This constant and

persistent writing after bis retirement from

newsp~er

work

was accomplished partly as an outlet for his own personality
and as a dedication to writing.

Moreover, he had an inner

desire to give his readers information on what he felt was
the important issues of the da.y, and to crusade in his own

way to make the world a better place.
29Ibid. , VII (March" 1917) , p. 1.
30Ibid., XII (November, 1933), p. 1.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
writings of Edgar Watson Howe should never be

~he

minimized for the age in which he lived.

At a time when the

newspaper was the backbone of the literature of the growing

American nation, the editors of local newspapers often controlled the thinking of the people.
ferences of opinion in many respects.

True, there were difAs a leading news-

paper editor bow much influence be bad will never actually
be known but bis editorial writings were widely read.

He

achieved great success in the art of writing aphorisms and
at one tim.e was the most widely quoted editor in the nation.

Howe admired famous writers of stories, plays, and
novels and was lavish in praise of Shaw, Mencken, Hearst and
Twain.

He never imitated anyone; he had bis own style of

writing.

He gave advice, preached in his own "horse sense ft

way or admonished his readers to do better, think more for
themselves and live better lives.
Howe was dedicated to one major endeavor in his life,
writing.

Another researcher who interviewed Howels relatives

in Atchison reported that he actually neglected his family
to write.

He admitted that in his first years of marriage

he wrote every evening at the kitchen table after his day1s
work on the newspap er.
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Early in Howe's marriage, two of their children died
quite suddenly within one week.

At that time, there were

two rival newspapers in Atchison, and the Howes
accorded s,mpathy from these editors.

~ere

The feud of the news-

paper world was £orgotten for a few days but the editorial
battle was resumed afterwards.
Howels marital difficulties and divorce had a great
influence on his whole lIfe.

From other sources it seems

that the Howes lived an abnormal married life for some time.
Brunets study poimted out a laek of eooperatien of both.

Mrs. Howe centered her attention on the cb'ildren, possibly
neglecting her bnsband.
The divided fam1ly life ereated comment in Atchison.

While no character sketcb was available on Mrs. Howe, one
could only venture that ber strong Christian inflaence was
too much for the religion-hating Howe.
also a

so~rce

The children were

of contention, asserting their own independence

which they inherited from their i'ather.
So with this unhappy family situation, HOKe still songht

recognition from the world through his literary efforts.

In

drawing attention to his advice, admonitions, opinions, and
editorials, be begged fer the attention ot the nation to his
teachings.
In later life, he was given honorar1 dinners and feted

in New York and Chicago and falfilled speaking engagements.
He was awarded the Doctor of Laws degree at Washburn Uni ver..

,

sity, Topeka, Kansas, in recognition ot his contribQtlon to
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journalism i n Kansas.
Howe's companion and housekeeper was his niece, Adelaide,
who accompanied him on many trips in the United States and on
his trip around the world.

He always spoke of Adelaide in a

kindly, affectionate, fatherly manner.
William Allen White paid tribllte to Howe and his three
children who also entered the field of journalism:

Jim, an

Associated Press correspondent, Gene, newspaper editor, and
TJl ateel Howe Farnham, novelist.

Gene r s article about his

father was not well received in Atchison, because it was still
!tEd. Howe t s Town. II
Edgar Watson Howe dedicated himself to informing the
Atchisonians, Kans ans, and the nation daring his lifetime of
writing.

He did not say in the Monthly anything about tvhat

he tried to accomplish except to write about his indignations
and inform his readers.
Howe exercised great care and thoQght in all of his
writing in order not to offend the women and children who
might read his publication.

However, he was indignant about

many things and spared no onels feelings in criticizing
thous ands of events, people, customes, elections, and circumstances of which he did not approve.

Atchisonians sometimes

did not agree with the opinions of their outspoken editor.
Perhaps no one of his age was more dedicated to the
written word than Howe and he must be admired for this perseverance against many odds.

His ideas were not always
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accepted however.

His persistent admonition of the American

public abollt their faa.l ts fell by the wayside and he finally

admitted he had been unable to cbange his readers for the
better.

His indignations sometimes became wearisome, because

the reader would expect him to express his same opinims over

and over.

He knew that he did not please all his readers

but hoped that the majority would agree with him in his
opinions.
His patience must have been unbounding as evidenced by
his dogged determination to keep his writing before the
public, although he never really made any money at it.

He

seemed enthusiastic about his Monthly until nearly the end,
when he wrote that if he quit, the magazine would also stop.

It is believed by this writer, that Howe . never voiced any
drastic opinion which he had to retract; at least he created
no major journalistic quarrel with any editor.
Howe was also a product of his age, time end chosen

occupation.

Certainly not all itinerant printers, who began

setting type at the early age of eleven, ever rose to the

heights of being a newspaper owner and editor, novelist,
short story writer, world traveler, author of numerous
articles, and producer of' a

It

little lt magazine for twenty--

three years, and acqllired as many f'riends in his small town
of Atchison and the nation, as Edgar 1ftJatson Howe.
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